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FOREWORD 
We, the Class of 1936, look back upon our 
three years of existence with pride and gratitude . 
We have witnessed a colorful and progressive 
period in the history of the College, in which 
we feel we have taken a constructive part. May 
those who come here ever hold fast to tradition 
and cherish the spirit of progress so that we may 
look for an even greater Trinity to come! 
To 
VERNON KRIEBEL KRIEBLE, Ph . ~ . 
Scoville Professor of Chemistry 
whose tireless efforts in behalf of the 
college, both in and out of the class-
room, have won for him the undying 
esteem and affection of Trinity men, the 
Class of 1936 respectfully dedicates 
this book. 
·-~ 
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F A c u L T y 
" Were I so tall to reach the pole, 
Or grasp the ocean with my span, 
I must be measured b y my soul: 
The mind's the standard of the man ." 
~ ~- ~-- --- -- -- -~--- -
Trinity Co/lege was founded by the 
Right Rev. Thomas Church Brownell, D.D., LL.D. 
who was born at Westport, Massachusetts, October 
19, 1779, and died at Hartford, Connecticut, Janu-
ary 13, 1865. From 1819 to 1865 he was the third 
Bishop of Connecticut and the Presiding Bishop from 
1852 to 1865. From 1824 to 1831 he was the 
first President of th e Coll ege. 
Presidents 
Right Rev. Thomas Church Brownell , D.D., LL.D. 
Rev. Nathaniel Sheldon Wheaton , S.T.D. 
Rev. Silas Totten , S.T.D., LL.D. 
Right Rev. John Will iams, S.T.D., LL.D. 
Rev. Daniel Raynes Goodwin, S.T.D., LL.D. 
~amuel Eliot, LL.D. . 
Right Rev. John Barrett Kerfoot , S.T.D., LL.D. 
Rev. Abner Jackson , S.T.D., LL.D. 
Rev. Thomas Ruggl es Pynchon, S.T.D., LL.D. 
Rev. George Williamson Smith , D.D., LL.D. 
Rev. Flavel Sweeten Luther, Ph .D., LL.D. 
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THE REV. REMSEN BRINKERHOFF OGILBY 
President 
115 Vern on Stree t 
A.B ., Harvard , 1902; A.M., 1907; B.D., Episcopal Theological School , 1907; 
LL.D., Wesleyan University, 1921; L.H.D. , Columbia University, 1923; taught at 
Groton School , 1902-04; General Theological Seminary, 1904-06; Episcopal Theolog-
ical School , 1906-07; Assistant, Saint Stephen's Church, Boston, 1907-09; Headmaster 
of Baguio School , 1909-18; Chaplain , United States Army, 1918-19; taught at St. 
Paul's School , 1919-20; President, 1920- ; Trustee of the Watkinson Memorial 
Library; Member of the Association of New England Colleges; New England Classical 
Association, and New England Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. 
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Faculty 
FRANK COLE BABBITT, Ph .D., L.H .D. 
Hobart Professor of the Greek Language and Literature 
65 Vern on Street 
HENRY AUGUSTUS PERKINS, Sc.D. 
Jarvis Professor of Physics 
55 Forest Street 
GUSTAV ADOLPH KLEENE, Ph .D. 
Professor of Economics 
689 Asylum Avenue 
CHARLES EDWIN ROGERS, M.C.E. 
Professor of Civil Engineering 
33 Concord Street, West Hartford 
HORACE CHENEY SWAN, M.D. 
ARTHUR ADAMS, Ph .D. 
Professor of Physiology and Hygiene; Medical Director 
196 Whitney Street 
Professor of English, and Librarian; Registrar 
73 Vernon Street 
LE ROY CARR BARRET, Ph .D. 
Professor of the Latin Language and Literature 
. 31 Arundel Avenue, West Hartford 
EDWARD FRANK HUMPHREY, Ph.D. 
ODELL SHEPARD, Ph .D., Litt.D. 
Northam Professor of History and Pol itical Science 
31 Whitney Street 
James J . Goodwin Professor of English Literature 
69 Vernon Street 
HAROUTUNE MUGURDICH DADOURIAN, Ph .D. 
Seabury Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy 
125 Vernon Street 
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EDWARD LEFFINGWELL TROXELL, Ph .D. 
VERNON KRIEBEL KRIEBLE, Ph.D. 
MORSE SHEPARD ALLEN, Ph .D. 
HARRY TODD COSTELLO, Ph.D. 
LOUIS HASTINGS NAYLOR, Ph .D. 
STERLING BISHOP SMITH, Ph.D. 
Professor of Geology 
49 Auburn Road, West Hartford 
Scoville Professor of Chemistry 
1 02 North Beacon Street 
Associate Professor of English 
Secretary of the Faculty 
3 Fern Street 
Brownell Professor of Philosophy 
12 Seabury Hall , Trinity College 
Assistant Professor of Romance Languages 
271 South Marsha II Street 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
28 Lorraine Road, Wethersfield 
ARTHUR PEHR ROBERT WADLUND, Ph .D. 
RAY OOSTING, M.Ed . 
THOMAS HUME BISSONNETTE, Ph .D. 
ARCHIE ROY BANGS, Ph .D. 
Assistant Professor of Physics 
160 Clearfield Road, Wethersfield 
Director of Physical Education 
45 Cumberland Street 
J. Pierpont Morgan Professor of Biology 
65 Center Street, Wethersfield 
Professor of Germanic Languages 
24 Montclair Drive, West Hartford 
ROBERT BINES WOODWARD HUTT, Ph.D. 
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Professor of Psychology 
108 South Main Street, West Hartford 
EVALD LAURIDS SKAU, Ph.D. 
THURMAN LOSSON HOOD, Ph .D. 
JOSEPH CORNELIUS CLARKE, B.P.E. 
CHARLES JAMES ROHR, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
15 Seabury Hall, Trinity College 
Dean and Assistant Professor of English 
123 Vernon Street 
Assistant Director of Physical Education 
18 River Road, Wethersfield 
Assistant Professor of History and Political Science 
14 Bretton Road, West Hartford 
CARL LEWIS ALTMAIER, Ph.D. 
WILLIAM CLARK HELMBOLD, B.A. 
ALFRED KING MITCHELL, Ph .D. 
BERNHARD ULMER, M.A. 
CLARENCE EVERETT WATTERS 
IRWIN ALFRED BUELL, Ph .D. 
Instructor in Psychology 
15 Northam Towers, Trinity College 
Assistant Professor of Greek and Latin 
722 Asylum Avenue 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
1 Bretton Road, West Hartford 
Instructor in German 
14 Seabury Hall , Trinity College 
Organist and Instructor in Music 
500 Fern Street, West Hartford 
Director of Extension and Inst ructor in History 
30 Woodrow Street, West Hartford 
BLANCHARD WILLIAM MEANS, Ph .D. 
Instructor in Philosophy 
55 Arnoldale Road, West Hartford 
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DONALD SPIESKE MILLER, B.S. 
DANIEL EDWARD JESSEE, M.A. 
PHILIP ELBERT TAYLOR, Ph.D. 
MONROE HARNISH MARTIN, Ph .D. 
Instructor in Physics 
225 Greenfield Street 
Instructor in Physical Education 
114 Raymond Road, West Hartford 
Instructor in Economics 
14 Seabury Hall , Trinity College 
Instructor in Mathematics 
129 South Ouaker Lane, West Hartford 
EDWARD DUDLEY TIBBITS POUSLAND, D~~;s.tant Professor of Romance Languages 
662 Farmington Avenue 
MARVIN THEODORE HERRICK, Ph .D. 
WALTER EDWIN McCLOUD, M.A. 
HOWARD CARTER WILEY 
A. EVERETT AUSTIN, JR., B.A. 
ALLEN RISLEY HYDE, B.A. 
HARRIS KING PRIOR, B.S. 
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Assistant Professor of Eng I ish 
69 Vernon Street 
Instructor in Physical Education 
21 Allen Place 
Instructor in Drawing 
65 Robbins Drive, Wethersfield 
Instructor in Fine Arts 
Wadsworth Atheneum 
Instructor in Greek and Latin 
276 Oxford Street 
Assistant in English and Fine Arts 
167 Washington Street 
JACK TREVITHICK, M.A. 
ROBERT WARREN THAYER, B.S. 
DONALD EDWARD MANNING, B.S. 
EDWARD CONRAD ELY, B.S. 
KARL AUGUST HOLST, B.S. 
* * * 
HENRY OSGOOD PHIPPEN, JR., B.S. 
ROGER RICHMOND EASTMAN, B.A. 
* 
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Assistant in English 
19 Columbia Street 
Assistant in English 
16 Beverly Road, West Hartford 
Assistant in Chemistry 
43 North Beacon Street 
Assistant in Chemistry 
B12 Cook Dormitory, Trinity College 
* * 
Assistant in Chemistry 
199 Laurel Street 
Alumni Secretary 
B12 Cook Dormitory, Trinity College 
Assistant to the President 
329 Washington Street 
--- ---
Class History, 'Thirty-Two to 'Thirty-Five 
In the Fall of 1932 something over one hundred twenty-five of us became College 
Men . We moved into rooms that smelled faintly of varnish and age . We looked quiz-
zically at those with whom we would have to live , and then set about the almost hope-
less task of unpacking and putting things in order. We were somewhat aided in this by 
upperclassmen, cheerfully helpful , whose every other word was something like " You 
simply must come over and take a look at the fraternity house .. nice bunch of fellows .. 
where did you say you came from .. oh yeah, I knew a fellow who lived there once." 
It was all very new to us, and quite satisfactory, as we Flung our bedclothes over the only 
decent mattress in the room, and caught sight of the other fellow slipping his things into 
the good desk. 
Our first Class Meeting . Someone was reclining on the desk up in front. H e 
sucked at a pipe, and prodded us in sharp, accented words. Something about a sieve, 
the collegiate sieve . We were in it. .. if big enough men we would stay in it. Then 
some jokes, some banter, and a quick loud guffaw. Could that be .. . ? Yes it was .. 
the Chief! 
We began to examine the College . The great white cha p el was beginning to 
emerge from its wooden chrysalis. The new Cook Dormitory was complete. The 
old Washington College gates stood firmly at their post on Vernon Street. Everything 
was set for the academic take-off . And then we were in for examinations. First it was 
" Ducky" Swan, who pounded our chests and looked down our throats until Trinity 
was officially assured of our health . Then came the Dean and Professor Hutt to give us 
our I. 0. Most of us were pronounced as in our right minds, and Steve Jennings 
walked off with the honor of being the class " brighty". 
As Bailey Hall , destined to be with us for only two years , was chosen president of 
the class , assisted by Jack Williams, vice president, and Don Burke, secretary-treasurer, 
we set about the task of reducing the oppression of the Sophomores. Make us wear 
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caps, would they? We should say not! That seemed to be that. And thus asserting 
ourselves, we jumped into the sieve. 
The rest of our First year was Filled with a multitude of things which caught our inter-
est . A terriFic editorial howl from The Tripod cursed the Thirty-Dollars-Fer-An-Extra-
Course scourge . The issue was settled by the faculty, eventually, which pronounced 
the objection balderdash . We would pay. Oh , well; we were too young to worry 
anyway. Besides what was that to Professor Bissonnette's ferret-starling affair? 
Wonder and amusement struggled within us . Red lights .. green lights . . small, pas-
sionate animals. What would people think of next? Came the Soph Hop . . not half 
bad, but we would show them how to put on a real dance the following year. 
Meanwhile the class football team, struggling with an over-tough schedule, went 
through its season with a clean slate- we didn't even win one single game . We were 
grateful for the experi ence, however, since Mac McKelvie had given us the fundamentals 
of the game which were to come in so handy in our varsity days. Our subsequent 
chagrin over these losses were mitigated by a great event soon thereafter. The last 
tower stone was laid in place in the chapel , the scaffolding was removed , and , after a 
good bath, the shining building gleamed forth as the gem of the campus, the center of our 
college life We were glad indeed "to see the scaffolding down and the mess cleared 
up from around the center of our lives" , as one commentator blithely chirped. 
The Christmas holidays came and went . Our return was notable in that we were 
no longer coming back as greenhorns. After all, hadn 't we been duly matriculated? 
(Shades of a long wait in chapel pews, signing in a big book, and gleefully getting out of 
English A class.) At this point the Jesters, with whom much talent in the class was 
associated , produced Porter Emerson Brown e's " The Bad Man" in Alumni Hall. The 
performances of Bert Scull, Dolph Hoehling, and Larry Sinclair did much to make the 
play a roaring success. But exams descended upon us (it seemed that this was a regular 
college custom at mid-years) to put us in the dumps, until a brilliant Junior Prom in the 
new Dining Hall pull ed us out of the slough of despond to the tunes of Lejeune's " S.S. 
Leviathan Orchestra". Back on our feet again , we turned our attention to the solution 
of the Lemon Squeezer probl em. Was it locked up in the recesses of one of the Vernon 
Street fraternity houses or wasn 't it? Oh, well. The tradition had gone out of use 
before our day, so what did we know about it anyway? The subject was duly dropped . 
Frazier Scott was chosen as class pr~sident at our next meeting. Jack Williams was 
retained in office, this tim e as secretary-treasurer, and we picked Jack Zierdt for the vice 
presidency. Our personality as an organization thus being officially established, we 
launched into the glorious Spring . AI Hall and Roger Motten had starred on a success-
ful swimming team . With baseball , tennis and track ahead , the return of beer (good 
old 3.2o/c) was hailed with apprehension which soon developed into uproarious 
enthusiasm none the less . Art Jensen celebrated with the inauguration of an official 
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Trini~y Pre-Medical Club. We soon found 
out, however, that Art's intentions were 
quite diFferent from our anticipations. And 
so, after a Spring fraught with parading 
with girls on Summit Street and sunbath-
ing on Northam's tottering fire escape, we 
plunged through the final exams into the 
cold, cold world for the Summer. 
Easy go, easy come. Th e summer was 
over, and it was our turn to look down as 
haughtily as we could upon an incoming 
class of one hundred thirty-eight. We re-
elected Frazi er Scott and Jack Williams to 
their class oFfices, and made Stew Ogilvy 
vice president. Marcel Dupre, finding an 
instrument equal to his exceptional ability, 
gave us a concert long to be remembered on the chapel organ, and set us oFf on another 
harmonious year. The football team concluded its season by defeating Wesleyan and 
Amherst, to which we contributed two lettermen who did much to aid the squad. 
Larry Sinclair played an exce ptional game at half back; and Hank Littell 's line work at 
guard filled gaps in a strong forward wall. And then Armistice Day came along, and we 
stood in reverence and awe as Governor Cross reviewed the procession in front of the 
chapel before the morning service, and as we all paid homage to the Trinity men and 
others who made the supreme sacrifice "over there". 
Meanwhile we had chosen Des Crawford to make the arrangements for our first 
dance- the Soph Hop. H e did a wonderful job, and our week-end, enhanced by the 
Jesters' staging of "The Fourth Wall", went oFf with a bang . And th en it happenedl 
That old fire trap Northam found Harris Prior (Mr. Prior of the English Departm ent 
to you) looking disgustedly at a four-foot pile of English A notebooks and enveloped 
him in smoke. We couldn't find the flames, but we were satisfied that our prophesy had 
come true. Fred Ludwig undaunted night watchman, and the Fire Department were 
summoned and made short work of the conflagration . Not much fun. 
Christmas away. Cramming . Those everlasting exams. Class elections resulted 
in the election of Gatchel Geare, president, Paul Henderson, vice president, and Don 
Burke, secretary-treasurer. Th e Trinity term was hardly under way, however, when 
news reached the campus that Prof~ssor Galpin of the Department of Romance Languages 
had succumbed to a heart attack while in Manila as his steamer, the President Van Buren , 
was entering the harbor . It was a blow indeed, and we came to miss very much his 
unreplaceable personality. 
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We were somewhat astonished at the proficiency and smoothness of the The 
Trinity Troubadours, a superla :ive dance orchestra organized by the class musicians, 
Charles and Bill Kirby, which enhanced its popularity with every performance . The 
Troubadours did not confine their activities to the campus, but might have been seen any 
week-end displaying their talent at such places as the Hartford Golf Club and the 
Bond . Speaking of orchestras, it was now time for the Senior Ball. A big warped 
floor, set up on the lawn over by Cook, made us shake our heads and wonder just what 
the dance chairman was up to . Sand machines were scraping at it daily, but the floor 
still looked hopeless. Much to our surprise and delight the dance (and floor) was a 
tremendous success, for which much credit to the hero, Nat Clark. 
In June the College was presented with $400,000 toward the building of a new 
Chem Lab, provided that an additional $100,000 be raised by the following December. 
Boy, how we needed that lab; and what a drive for funds was begun by Prexy, Professor 
Krieble, and the alumni! And so we reached the 108th Commencement. We did not 
envy many of the graduates, although New Deal Delano was still smiling . 
Last Fall we came back feeling pretty important. Juniors now. Big stuff. But 
something was missing on the campus. At first it seemed that it was a subtle atmosphere 
we had known before . We couldn 't place it until one morning when we were gazing 
out 'neath the elms, towards that slope which goes down to the athletic field . We 
suddenly realized that someone should have appeared but didn 't- hat, shoulders, green 
bag, long steady gait. Ah, yes . Shep was on sabbatical leave. But life went on. 
Gatch Geare was again to be our president.. Larry Sinclair became vice president, and 
Oily Carberry secretary-treasurer. And then the football team! Gosh what a football 
team! Won every darned game, as Larry 
Sinclair, Frazier Scott, and Bill Kirby crashed 
through to win honors for the class. 
Jack Hanna, Jack Williams, and Don 
Sellars, by an excellent exhibition of acting , 
helped much to bring about the success of 
Molnar's "The Play's the Thing"-another 
good Jesters' production put on at the Avery 
Memorial. And then the great news came 
that the $100,000 to be raised for the new 
Chem Lab had been pledged by alumni and 
construction was to begin in the Spring! 
The Anonymous Donor sent (his) (her) con-
gratulations, and everybody was feeling 
very good . Then came the Sophomore Hop. 
Much glee within the Dining Hall and 
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much shivering within cars out in the parking space . Christmas vacation found us much 
relieved to be over those infernal quizzes. 
The start o the Trinity term of this year saw the retirement of Shed McCook as 
editor-in-chie f of The Tripod, as our class took the reins . Hank Littell became the 
editor and Stew Ogilvy was re-elected busines ; manager by the outgoing board. 
Charley Gabler continued to be business manager and Reuel Benson was chosen to the 
new position of assignment editor. The grind for mid-years was not far behind with 
our Junior Prom not far behind that. The dance was a great success. Of course Des 
Crawford was again chairman . Class elections came around . Gatchel was prexy 
again, Stew Ogilvy was vice president, and Oily Carberry grudgingly assented to 
continue to collect our dues. A bunch of fellows got up a flying club, got up a lacrosse 
team, and got up enthusiasm over the revival of crew. The Jesters gave "Coriolanus" 
at Avery. Best of all the new Laboratory' was got under way with a ground-breaking 
we shall never forget. Prexy, the Dean, and Professor Krieble combatted against the 
fumes belching from the sacred earth, as the first spadeful was turned over. We won-
dered if the Chern 2 class had to concoct that awful smoke during the morning session. 
But Trinity was bound to build that building, as she is bound to march on and on with 
each succeeding year . 
And so the class of '36 goes gaily and sadly on its way. Another year will see us 
looking for jobs and regretting that our college life draws to a close . May our life 










Most Likely To Succeed 
Best Natured 
Handsomest 
Thinks He Is 






1st, Ogi/vy; 2nd, Littell; 3rd, Sinclair, Williams 
1st, Littell; 2nd, Ogi/vy; 3rd, Carberry, Geare, Piacente 
1st, Geare ; 2nd, Littell, Scott 
1st, Sinclair; 2nd, W. Kirby; 3rd, C. Kirby, Littell, Winans 
1st, Sinclair; 2nd , Hall ; 3rd, Winans 
1st, Piacente ; 2nd, Williams; 3rd, Clark 
1st, Littell; 2nd, Ogi/vy; 3rd, Williams 
1st, Scott; 2nd, Geare ; 3rd, Fish, Starkey 
1st, Crawford; 2nd, Williams ; 3rd, C. Kirby, Miller 
1st, Crawford; 2nd, C. Kirby; 3rd, Scull 
1st, Crawford; 2nd, C. Kirby; 3rd, W. Kirby 
1st, Trigi/io ; 2nd, Clark ; 3rd, Droege, C. Kirby, W. Kirby 
FACULTY 
1st, Rohr; 2nd, Humphrey; 3rd, Krieble 
1st, Krieble ; 2nd, Bangs; 3rd, Dadourian, He/ mbo/d, Mitchell, Wad lund 
Best Lecturer 1st, Krieble ; 2nd, Humphrey; 3rd, Shepard, Taylor 
Most Hard-Hearted 1st, Troxell ; 2nd, Bissonnette ; 3rd, Hood 
Most Scholarly 1st, Costello ; 2nd, Perkins; 3rd, Babbitt 
Mo:t Respected 1st, Perkins, Shepard; 2nd, Babbitt 
GENERAL 
Favorite College Other Than Trinity 
1st, Wesleyan ; 2nd, Amherst ; 3rd, Harvard, Williams, Yale 
Favorite Girls' College 1st, Smith ; 2nd, Connecticut ; 3rd, Mt. Holyoke 
Most Valuable Course 1st, Biology I; 2nd, Math/ ; 3rd, Phil/, Physiology I 
Pleasantest College Event 1st, Vacation ; 2nd, Senior Ball; 3rd, Junior Prom 
Political Party 1st, Republican; 2nd, Democrat; 3rd, Communist 
Favorite Sport 1st, Tennis ; 2nd, Golf; 3rd, Squash 
Favorite Topic Of Conversation 1st, -Sex; 2nd, Women ; 3rd, Religion 
Favorite Author 1st, Galsworthy; 2nd, Mark Twain, P. G. Wodehouse 
Favorite Amusement 1st, Bull Sessions; 2nd, Sleep, The Theater, Drinking 
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CLA s s E s 
" If he is indeed wise he does not bid you enter the 
house of his wisdom, but rather leads you to the 
threshold of your own mind." 
- -
-~ 
T erritt H. Mowbray . 
John S. McCook 
William H. Warner . 
T erritt H. Mowbray . 
John S. McCook 














PAUL WINFREY ADAMS 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Economics and Englishi Medusai 
Senate, Secretary (4)i Chairman, Junior Prom Com-
mitteei Sophomore Hop Committeei Ivy Board (3)i 
Jesters (1 , 2, 3), President ( 4)i Glee Club (2, 3)i 
Track (2, 3)i /::,..<I>. 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
ROW AN PEARCE ALEXANDER 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
Major Subjects: English and Historyi Sophomore 
Dining Clubi Political Science Club (4)i Varsity 
Clubi Varsity Football (2, 3, 4)i Freshman Footballi 
J . V. Swimming (1, 2)i Track (1, 2, 3, 4)i ~N . 
Prepared at Frankford High School 
JOHN ALBERT AMPORT 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
Major Subject: Civil Engineeringi Varsity Clubi 
Varsity Football (2, 3, 4)i Freshman Footballi J. V. 
Basketball (3)i Baseball (2, 3), Captain (4\ /::,.<I>. 
Prepared at Frankford High School 
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WILLIAM JOHN ANGUS 
Beechhurst, L. 1., N . Y. 
Major Subject: Physicsi Senatei German Clubi 
Interfraternity Council (4)i Junior Prom Committeei 
Sophomore Hop Committeei Ivy Board (3)i Political 
Science Club (4)i Varsity Clubi Intramural Athletic 
Committee (2)i Varsity Football (3)i Freshman 
Football i Varsity Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4)i t.KE. 
Prepared at Flushing High School 
ALBERT WILSON BASKERVILLE 
Wethersfield, Conn. 
Major Subject: Economicsi Varsity Clubi Manager 
of Tennis (3)i A X P. 
Prepared at Wethersfield High School 
CARROLL CHARLES BEACH, JR. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Pre-Medicali t.K E. 
Prepared at Loomis 
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JAMES STEPHEN BENNETT 
Wakefield, Mass . 
Major Subject: Chemistry. 
GOERGE SHELLINGTON BREED 
Hartford, Conn. 
Transferred from Clark 
Major Subjects: English and Latin; Freshman Foot-
ball. 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
VERNON THEODORE BROWN 
Perth Amboy, N. J. 
Major Subjects: History and Entomology; Jesters 
(2, 3, 4); Political Science Club (4); President of 
Chess Club (3, 4); T.C.C. 
Prepared at Perth Amboy High School 
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WILLIAM GERARD BUESS 
Meriden, Conn. 
Major Subject: Engineeringi Varsity Swimming (4) i 
J. V. Swimming (2, 3). 
Transferred from U. 5 . Naval Academy 
ANTHONY BERNARD CACASE 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Romance Languagesi Ivy Boardi 
Jesters (3, 4)i II Circolo Dante (2, 3, 4). 
THOMAS JOSEPH CARMODY 
Hartford, Conn. 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
Major Subjects: Classics: Political Science Club 
(4)i Flying Club (4)i A TK. 
Transferred from Rochester 
37 
HARLEN MONROE CHAPMAN, JR. 
Troy, N . Y. 
Major Subject: Englishi German Clubi Varsity 
Football ( 4)i Varsity Swimming (2)i Tennis (3, 4)i 
Squash (3, 4)i 'liT. 
Transferred from Harvard 
STEPHEN JOSEPH COFFEY 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Latin and Greeki Interfraternity 
Council (3, 4)i Political Science Club (4)i Flying 
Club (4)i A TI( 
Transferred from St . Thomas Seminary 
JAMES DEGAN COSGROVE 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Historyi Junior Prom Committeei 
Sophomore Hop Committeei Ivy Boardi Athenaeum 
(1, 2)i Varsity Clubi Intramural Athletic Committee 
(3)i Manager of Varsity Swimming (4)i Tennis 
(2, 3)i A 11 <I>. 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
38 
CLARENCE DERRICK 
New Britain, Conn. 
Major Subjects: English and Greek. 
Tranferred from Harvard 
GEORGE VAN VLACK DICKERSON 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Civil Engineering and Physicsi 
Jesters (3, 4)i Varsity Clubi Varsity Swimming 
(2, 3, 4)i T.C.C.i <I> BK. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
FREDERICK CHARLESIDUENNEBIER 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Chemistry. 
Prepared at Hartford High Schoof 
39 
FRANK JOSEPH EIGENBAUER, JR. 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; Varsity 
Club; Varsity Football (2, 3, 4); Freshman Football; 
Baseball (2, 3, 4); 1:N. 
Prepared at Frankford High School 
FRANK ELLSWORTH 
Broad Brook, Conn . 
Major Subj ect: Civil Engineering. 
Prepared at Rockville High School 
DENIS FRANK FARNELL 
Maynard, Mass. 
Major Subject: Philosophy; Senate; Interfraternity 
Council (3); Glee Club (1 , 2, 3); Choir (2); Man-
ager ofT rack (3); Soccer (1 , 2); A X P. 
Prepared at Maynard High School 
40 
ROBERT BUCKELEY FARRELL 
Rockville, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Economics and History. 
Prepared at Rockville High School 
JOSEPH VINCENT FAY 
Elmwood, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Classicsi AT K. 
ROBERT CUSHMAN FIELD 
Wethersfield, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Physics and Mathematics . 
Transferred from St . Thomas' Seminary 




Major Subject: Chemistry; Varsity Football (2, 3); 
Freshman Football . 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
JOHN DUANE FLAHERTY 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; German 
Club ( 4); Junior Prom Committee; Baseball (1, 3, 4); 
Tennis (2); 11 <P. 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
MILTON CARL FLEISH 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Biology and Chemistry. 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
42 
DANIEL BARNETT GIBER 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Chemistry. 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
----------------
ISRAEL MAXWELL GORDON 
New Britain, Conn . 
Major Subject: Economi cs. 
Prepared at Tilton 
DURWARD HARRY GRAFE 
New Britain, Conn . 
Major Subject: Economics . 
Prepared at New Britain High School 
43 
THOMAS JOSEPH HAGARTY 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Economics and History; Athenaeum 
(3), Secretary (4); Political Science Club (4); Glee 
Club (2, 3, 4). 
JOHN ALAN HAMER 
Hartford, Conn. 
Prepared at Bul kele y High School 
Major Subject: Civil Engineering; Track (1); Soccer 
(1 , 2, 3). 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
JAMES ALBERT HANAGHAN 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Biology and Chemistry; Medusa; 
Senate; Class Vice President (1 ); Sophomore Din-
ing Club; Business Manager of the Ivy; Varsity 
Club; Varsity Football (2, 3, 4); Freshman Football 
J . V. Basketball (1, 2); Baseball (3). 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
44 
ROY WILKERSON HANNA, JR . 
Goshen, Conn. 
Major Subject: English; Jesters (4); J . V. Swim-
ming (3); Track (3). 
Transferred from Yale 
ORSON HENRY HART 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Economics; <I> BK. 
Prepared at Bul kele y High School 
ARTHUR WELLINGTON HAZENBUSH 
Kingston, N. Y. 
Major Subjects: Biology and Chemistry; Athenaeum 
(1); Glee Club (3, 4); Choir (1, 2, 3, 4); Varsity 
Club (2, 3, 4); Intramural Athletic Committee (4); 
Track (1, 2, 3, 4); Cross-Country (1 , 2); Assistant 
Organist (3, 4); 1:N. 
Prepared at Kingston High School 
45 
JOHN HAYWARD HERALD 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Mathematics and Physicsi J. V. 
Basketball (4). 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
WALTER ERNEST HEYDENREICH 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: English . 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
WALTER JOHN HODDINOTT 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Civil Engineeringi Soccer (1). 
Prepared at Bulke/ey High School 
46 
ROBERT LIVINGSTON HOLLINS 
East Islip, L. 1., N. Y. 
Major Subjects: Classics; German Club; Interfra -
ternity Council (4); Golf Team (3); Squash Team 
(2, 3), Captain and Manager (4); /::.. \]/; K B <I>. 
Prepared at St. Mark's 
RALPH BENSON HOULIHAN 
Bridgeport, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Pre-Medical; Varsity Basketball 
(1, 2, 3, 4); Varsity Baseball (1 , 2, 3 , 4); T.C.C. 
Prepared at Warren Harding High School 
WILLIAM HARVEY HOWARD 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Mathematics and Physics . 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
47 
DONALD GRAHAM HURD 
Springfield, Mass . 
Major Subject: English; Ivy Board; Tripod Board 
(2); Athenaeum (2, 3); Jesters (3, 4); T.C.C. 
THOMAS IRVINE 
Hartford, Conn . 
Prepared at Central High School 
Major Subject: Mathematics; Chess Club (4); Soccer 
(1 , 2, 3); Squash (4); T.C.C.; <I>BK. 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
JESSE MYER JAFFE 
Torrington, Conn . 
Major Subject: History; President of Political 
Science Club (4). 
Prepared at Torrington High School 
48 
CLARENCE SHERMAN JENNE 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: History and Philosophyi Glee Club 
(2, 3,4)i Track(2)i AXP. 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
WALTER ALBERT JOHNSEN 
New York, N. Y. 
Major Subject: Phi losophyi Class Vice Preside nt 
(3)i Sophomore Hop Committeei Glee Club 
(1 , 2, 3, 4)i Choir (2, 3, 4)i AX P. 
OLIVER FREDERICK JOHNSON 
Hartford, Conn. 
Prepared at Barnard 
Major Subject: Physicsi Varsity Clubi RiFle T earn 
(1 , 2, 3)i Track (1 , 2, 3). 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
49 
CURTIS WILLIAM VALENTINE JUNKER 
Watertown, S. D. 
Major Subjects: Philosophy and English; Treasurer 
of Interfraternity Council (3); Ivy Board; Tripod 
Board (1); Jesters (2, 3, 4); Political Science Club 
(2); Glee Club (1), Business Manager (2); ~ 1'. 
Prepared at Watertown High School 
THOMAS EDMUND KEARNS 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: History and Psychology; Ivy 
Board; Political Science Club (4); Varsity Club; -
Varsity Basketball (2, 3, 4); Baseball (2, 3, 4;) ~N. 
Transferred from Holy Cross 
LUCIUS JAMES KELLAM 
Belle Haven , Va . 
Major Subject: History; Medusa; Senate; Sopho-
more Dining Club; German Club; Interfraternity 
Council; Jesters (1, 2); Political Science Club (4); 
Varsity Club; Athletic Advisory Council (4); 
Intramural Athl etic Committee (3); Varsity Football 
(3, 4); Freshman Football; - J. V. Basketba ll (1); 
T:ack(1 ,2, 3),Captain(4); ~~; KBc:l>. 
Prepared at St . James 
so 
STAN LEY LAWRENCE KUNZE, JR. 
Gardner, Mass. 
Mdjor Subject: Chemistry; Glee Club (2, 3, 4); 
Chess Club (3 , 4); Soccer (1); T.C.C. 
Prepared at Gardner High School 
MALCOLM VICTOR LANE 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Mdjor Subjects: Mdthemdtics dnd Economics; Tripod 
Bodrd (2, 3, 4); Chess Club (3, 4); Trdck (2, 3, 4); 
Cross-Country (2, 3, 4); t.l <1>. 
Transferred from Worcester Tech 
ROBERT JOHN LAU 
Bayside, L. 1., N . Y. 
Mdjor Subjects: English dnd Philosophy; Sopho-
more Dining Club; lnterfrdternity Council (2, 3), 
Tredsurer (4); Ivy Bodrd; Tripod Bodrd (1 , 2), Mdn-
dging Editor (3), Associdte Editor (4); Jesters (1 , 2, 
3), Business Mdndger (2); Athendeum (1, 2); 
Vdrsity Club; lntrdmurdl Athletic Committee (3); 
J. V. Bdsketbdll (1 ); T rdck (1 , 3); Cross-Country 
(1, 3, 4); t.lcJ.>. 
Prepared at Trinity School 
51 
-
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MERLE RUSSELL LUND 
Glastonbury, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Economics and Historyi Political 
Science Club (4). 
Transferred from Yale 
JOHN JOSEPH MAHER 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
Major Subject: Civil Engineeringi Sophomore 
Dining Clubi German Clubi Interfraterni ty Council 
(4)i Varsity Clubi Varsity Football (2, 3), Captain 
(4)i Captain of Freshman Football i 6. cT>i K B <1> . 
Prepared at Frankford High School 
JAMES ROBERT MARKS 
New Hartford, N. Y. 
Major Subjects: Classicsi Jesters (3, 4)i T.C.C. 
Prepared at New Hartford High School 
52 
MILTON CARL MAROUET 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
Major Subjects: Economics and Historyi Junior 
Prom Committeei Varsity Clubi Varsity Football 
(2, 3, 4)i Freshman Footballi Baseball(\ 2, 3, 4)i 
1: r. 
Prepared at West Philadelphia High School 
JOHN FREDERICK MARTENS 
Weehawken, N. J. 
Major Subjects: Economics and Historyi Sophomore 
Dining Clubi Interfraternity Council (3)i Athenaeum 
(3, 4)i Glee Club (2)i RiRe Club (2, 3, 4)i Varsity 
Clubi Intramural Athl etic Committee (2, 3)i Varsity 
Basketball (1, 2, 3), Captain (4)i Track (2)i ~KE. 
Prepared at Woodrow Wilson High School 
JOHN SHELDON McCOOK 
New York, N. Y. 
Major Subjects: Classicsi Medusai President of the 
Senate (4)i Class Vice President (3, 4)i Sophomore 
Dining Clubi German Clubi Interfraternity Council 
(3)i Editor-in-Chief of the lvyi Tripod Board (2), 
Managing Editor (3), Editor-in-Chief (4)i Athe-
naeum (4)i Political Science Club (4)i Glee Club 
(1, 2)i Athletic Advisory Counci I (3, 4)i Manager 
of Baseball (3)i if T. 
Prepared at Choate 
53 
JOHN PHILIP McGARVEY 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
Major Subjects: English and Philosophyi Ivy 
Board (3)i Glee Club (1 , 2, 3), President ( 4)i 
Choir (1 , 2, 3, 4)i Soccer (1 , 2, 3)i A X P. 
Prepared at Episcopal Academy 
JOSEPH MAURICE McKENNA 
Pawcatuck, Conn . 
Major Subjects: History and Economi cs. 
Prepared at Stonington High School 
THOMAS JOSEPH McQUADE 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Historyi Interfraternity Council (3)i 
Junior Prom Committee (3)i Political Science Club 
(4)i Intramural Athletic Committee (2, 3)i A TK. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
54 
EZRA MELROSE 
New York, N . Y. 
Major Subject: Chemistry; Varsity Club; Varsity 
Football (2, 3); Freshman Football. 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
JAMES JOSEPH MERRICK 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Philosophy; Political Science Club 
(4); Flying Club (4); A TK. 
Transferred from Fordham 
CHARLES GALLOUPE MIXTER, JR. 
Brookline, Mass. 
Major Subjects: Pre-Medical; Varsity Swimming 
(4); J. V. Swimming (3); !:,. 'li. 
Transferred from Harvard 
55 
TERRITT HIGINBOTHAM MOWBRAY 
Flatts, Bermuda 
Major Subject: Philosophyi Medusai Senatei 
Class President (2, 3, 4)i Class Secretary (1)i 
Sophomore Din ing Club, Chairman (2)i German 
Clubi Junior Prom Committeei Sophomore Hop 
Committeei Varsity Clubi Varsity Swimming (1, 2, 
3, 4), Captain (4, resigned)i Tennis (1, 2, 3, 4), 
Captain (2, 4)i Track (2, 3)i Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), 
Captain (2, 4)i A~<l> . 
HARRY CARL OLSON 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Prepared at Edgewood 
Major Subjects: Economics and Philosophyi Glee 
Club (2, 3, 4)i Soccer (1, 2). 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
DANIEL LAWRENCE O'NEILL, JR. 
· West Haven, Conn . 
Major Subject: Historyi German Clubi Political 
Science Club (4)i RiRe Club (2)i \lf T. 
Transferred from Brown 
56 
----------~ -
EDMUND JOHN PACOSHA 
Gardner, Mass. 
Major Subject: History; T.C.C. 
Transferred from St . John 's College 
SAMUEL PARSONS 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Biology and Chemistry. 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
RICHARD BOUGHTON PASCALL 
Portland, Conn . 
Major Subject: Geology; Political Science Club 
( 4); '1' 1'. 
Prepared at Manlius 
57 
HECTOR STERGIN PORFIROS 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Civi l Enginee ring i Tripod (1)i 
Freshman Football. 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
ERIC SINCLAIRE PURDO N 
Belfast, Ireland 
Major Subj ect: English i Sophomore Hop Com-
mitteei Ivy Boardi Tripod Board (1 , 2, 3)i Jesters 
(2)i Athena eum Treasurer (2)i Gl ee Club (1 , 2)i 
Choir (1 , 2, 3)i Varsity Swimming (1 , 2, 3)i A 6 <I>. 
Prepared at St . Columba 's, Dublin 
MARTIN FRANCIS OUAELY 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Chemistry. 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
58 
JOHN JOSEPH RIMOSUKAS 
Poquonock, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Chemistry and Biology. 
Prepared at Windsor High School 
ROBERT NICHOLAS ROACH 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Historyi Senatei Junior Prom 
Committeei Sophomore Hop Committeei Political 
Science Club (4)i Varsity Clubi Varsity Footballi 
ATK. 
Prepared at Bulkele y High School 
LEROY CLINTON ROBERTS, JR. 
Farmington, Conn . 
Major Subject: English . 
Prepared at Kingswood 
59 
ROBERT MORRIS RONEY 
Glen Ellyn, Ill. 
Major Subject: English; Ivy Board; Tripod Board 
(1, 2, 3), Manag ing Editor (4); Athenaeum (3, 4); 
Political Science Club (4); Glee Club (1, 2); RiFle 
Club (1, 4), Secretary (2), President (3); '11 T. 
WILLIAM AUGUST ROOS, Ill 
New York, N. Y. 
Prepared at Howe 
Major Subject: English; Athenaeum (3, 4); RiFle 
Club (3, 4); Varsity Swimming (2); A X P. 
Prepared at Barnard 
MILTON MAURICE RULNICK 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; Athenaeum 
(2), Treasurer (3, 4); Varsity Football (2, 3); Fresh-
man Football <I>BK. 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
60 
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JOSEPH FRANCIS RYTER 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Classicsi AT K. 
Prepared at St . Thomas Seminary 
ISADORE HENRY SAMPERS, JR .. 
Yonkers, N. Y. 
Major Subject: Englishi Sophomore Dining Clubi 
Interfraternity Council (3)i Political Science Club 
(4)i Varsity Clubi Varsity Football (2, 3, 4)i 
Freshman Footballi Varsity Basketball (2, 3, 4)i 
J . V. Basketball (1)i t.KE. 
NORMAN THEODORE SCHRAMM 
New York, N. Y. 
Prepared at Barnard 
Major Subjects: History and Economicsi Interfrater-
nity Council (3 , 4)i Junior Prom Committeei A X P. 
Prepared at Barnard 
61 
FREDERICK MARTIN SENF 
New Britain, Conn . 
Major Subjects: English and History; Senate; Inter-
fraternity Council (3), Secretary (4); Ivy Board; 
Jesters (2); Athenaeum (1), Treasurer (2), President 
(2, 3, 4); 1: r. 
Prepared at New Britain High School 
BARCLAY SHAW 
New York, N. Y. 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; Class Vice 
President (2); German Club; Junior Prom Com-
mittee; Chairman, Sophomore Hop Committee; 
Ivy Board; Jesters (2), Business Manager (3, 4); 
Athenaeum (3, 4); Political Science Club (4); 
Glee Club (2), Business Manager (3); Varsity 
Club; Freshman Football; Tennis (2, 3); Squash 
(3, 4); \)! T. 
Prepared at Brunswick 
JOHN LEON SHAW, JR. 
Simsbury, Conn . 
Major Subject: Civil Engineering. 
Prepared at Simsbury High School 
62 
THOMAS JOHN SISBOWER 
Flushing, N. Y. 
Major Subjects: Classics; Sophomore Dining Club; 
Ivy Board; Tripod Board (1), Circulation Manager 
(2, 3); Varsity Club (4); Co-Manager of Track 
(2, 3); /),. <P. 
Prepared at Trinity School 
RALPH GROFF SLATER 
New York, N. Y. 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; J. V. Swim-
ming(1,2); Baseball(1 ,2); ~N. 
Prepared at De Witt Clinton High School 
ARTHUR BUCHANAN STOLZ 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: English; Jesters (2, 3, 4); Glee 
Club (3, 4); Chess Club ~3, 4); T.C.C. 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
63 
HERBERT EATON TODD 
Chicopee, Mass . 
Major Subject: Chemistry; Glee Club (1); 2:N. 
Prepared at Exeter 
ARTHUR TRANTOLO 
East Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Biology and Chemistry; II Circolo 
Dante (2, 3, 4); Varsity Football (3); Freshman 
Football . 
Prepared at East Hartford High School 
HOWARD STEPHENS TRASK 
South Glastonbury, Conn . 
Major Subjects: English and Classics; T.C.C. 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
64 
JAMES ALBERT WALES, JR. 
Stratford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; Track (1); 
Soccer (1); President of Flying Club (4); A~ <I>. 
Prepared at Salisbury 
ARTHUR BOWLES WARD 
Newark, N. J. 
Major Subject: English; Senate; Ivy Board; Athe-
naeum (1 , 2, 3, 4), Librarian (2); Glee Club (2, 3); 
J . V. Swimming (3); T.C.C. 
Prepared at West Side High School 
WILLIAM HENRY WARNER 
Wethersfield, Conn . 
Major Subject: Economics; Medusa; Senate; Class 
President (1 ), Class Vice President (2); Class 
Secretary-Treasurer (3, 4); Sophomore Dining Club; 
German Club; Interfraternity Council (4); Junior 
Prom Committee; Varsity Basketball (3 , 4); J. V. 
Basketball (1 , 2); Track(1 , 2, 3); Soccer(1 , 2, 3, 4); 
A~<!>. 
Prepared at Wethersfield High School 
65 
LOUIS BARBIERE WARREN 
Newtonville, Mass . 
Major Subject: English; Varsity Football (3); 
Freshman Football; J. V. Basketball (1, 3); Soccer 
(3, 4). 
Prepared at East Hartford High School 
CHARLES WEBER 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
Major Subject: History; Varsity Club; Varsity 
Football (2, 3, 4); Freshman Football; Varsity 
Basketball (3, 4); J. V. Basketball (1); ~ <1> . 
Prepared at Frankford High School 
WILLIAM HUTT WETHERILL 
Collingswood, N. J. 
Major Subject: English; Glee Club (2, 3); A~ <1> . 
Prepared at Collingswood High School 
66 
ROBERT ELMER WHEELER 
East Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Chemistry. 
Transferred from Rensselaer Tech 
CHESTER MEL VILLE Y AHN 
New Britain, Conn . 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; Political 
Science Club (4). 
Prepared at New Britain High School 
JOHN FORREST ZIETLOW, JR. 
Aberdeen, S . D. 
Major Subject: Civil Engineering; Jesters (2, 3, 4); 
Political Science Club (4); RiFle Club (2, 3, 4); \]1 T. 
Transferred from South Dakota School of Mines 
67 
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T. Lowry Sinclair 
Oliver D. Carberry 
John E. Geore 
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PAUL CURRY ARMSTRONG 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
Major Subjects: Classics; Glee Club (1 , 2, 3); 
T.C.C. 
Prepared at West Ph iladelphia High School 
REUEL ALLEN BENSON, JR. 
New York, N. Y. 
Major Subject: Physics; Tripod Board (2), Assign-
ment Editor (3); A K E; K B <I>. 
Prepared at Choate 
EDWARD WILLIAR BISHOP 
New Haven , Conn . 
Major Subject: History; Glee Club (3); Choir (2); 
Soccer (3). 
Transferred from Springfield College 
70 
VICTOR EMANUEL BONANDER, II 
Hartford, Conn. 
Mdjor Subjects: Economics, Mdthemdtics, dnd 
Physics; Glee Club ( 2, 3). 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
PHILIP SAVAGE BREZINA 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Mdjor Subjects: Pre-Medicdl; .6. <P. 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
JOHN LITILEFIELD BUCKLEY 
Southbridge, Mass . 
Mdjor Subject: Biology; Jesters (2, 3); T.C.C. 
Prepared at Wells High School 
71 
BERNARD DONALD BURKE 
Waterbury, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Ch emistry and Biologyi Class 
Treasurer (1 ), Vice Pres ident (2)i Sophomore Hop 
Committeei J esters (2), Business Manager (3)i 
Athenaeum (3)i Varsity Clubi Freshman Football i 
Varsity Swimming (2, 3)i J . V. Swimming (1)i D. K l~ i 
K R <I>. 
JOHN PAUL BUTTERLY 
Waterbury, Conn. 
Prepared at Crosby High Schoof 
Major. Subjects: Latin and Greeki Athenaeum (2)i 
Freshman Footballi D. K E. 
Prepared at Crosby High School 
OLIVER DOUGLAS CARBERRY 
Rhinebeck, N. Y. 
Major Subject: Philosophyi Class Secretary (3)i 
Interfraternity Council (3)i Junior Prom Committeei 
Tripod Board (3)i D. K Ei K B <I>. 
Prepared at Westfield High School 
72 
JAMES MARREN CARROLL 
Bloomfield, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Classicsi A T K. 
Transferred from St. Thomas' Seminary 
ROBERT MARTIN CHRISTENSEN 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Physics and Mathematicsi Ivy 
Boardi Intramural Athletic Committee (3)i Co-
Manager, Varsity Football (3)i Freshman Footba II i 
J . V. Swimming (1 , 2)i Track (1 , 2)i A X P. 
Prepared at Bul kele y High School 
JOHN KAPP CLARK 
Williamsport, Pa . 
Major Subjects: Pre-Medicali German Clubi 
Junior Prom Committeei Sophomore Hop Com-
mitteei Political Science Club (3)i Freshman Foot-
balli Squash (3)i ~']l i KB<I>. 
Prepared at Williamsport High School 
73 
WALTER EDWARD COLLINS 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Mathematicsi Interfraternity Council 
(3)i Manager, Varsity Baseba II (3)i Squash (3)i Ll <I> . 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
DESMOND LINDSAY CRAWFORD 
New York, N. Y. 
Major Subjects : The Classicsi Sophomore Dining 
Clubi German Clubi Chairman, Junior Prom Com-
mitteei Chairman, Sophomore Hop Committeei 
Jesters (1 , 2, 3)i J . V. Basketball (1)i J . V. Swim-
ming (2)i Ll <I>i K B <I>. 
Prepared at Trinity School 
GEORGE FRANCIS CREAMER 
West Barrington, R. I. 
Major Subjects: Pre-Medicali A X P. 
Prepared at Barrington High School 
74 
THOMAS JOSEPH CUSICK 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: English; Vice President, Political 
Science Club (3); A TK. 
Prepared at Bul kele y High School 
MICHAEL VITO D'AMBROSIO 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; Political 
Science Club (3); II Circolo Dante (1 , 2, 3); AT K. 
Prepared at Bul kele y High School 
HARRY JOHN DAVIS 
Utica, N . Y. 
Major Subjects: Pre-Medical; Ivy Board; Tripod 
Board (1, 2, 3); Athenaeum Librarian (1 ), Vice-
President (2, 3); Glee Club Librarian (2), Manager 
(3); Freshman Football; Assistant Manager of 
Varsity Swimming (3); A X P. 
Prepared at Utica Free Academy 
75 
IGOR SVIA TOSLAV DENISOFF 
Stratford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: History and Economicsi Tripod 
Board (3)i Chess Club (2), Vice President (3)i 
Tennis (2, 3)i T.C.C. 
Transferred from Connecticut Junior Co/lege 
ALBERT MORTON DEXTER, JR . 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Mathematics and Physicsi Jesters 
(1 , 3), Assistant Business Manager (2)i Glee Club 
(1 , 2, 3)i RiA e Club (1), Manager (2, 3)i Assistant 
Manager of Tennis (2)i \]/ T. 
Prepared at Loomis 
HAROLD WILLIAM DUENNEBIER 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Biologyi Freshman Football. 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
76 
EDWARD JOSEPH DUZAK 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Pre-Medical . 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
PETER STUYVESANT FISH 
Mt. Kisco, N. Y. 
Major Subject: Latin; German Club; Ivy Board; 
Political Science Club Secretary-Treasurer (3); 
Manager ofT rack (3); Manager of Soccer (3); .1 \Jt . 
JAMES ALOYSIUS FRANKEL 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Prepared at North Side School 
Major Subject: Greek; Ivy Board; Tripod Board 
(1, 2, 3); Jesters (3). 
Prepared at Alexander Hamilton High School 
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CHARLES LAWRENCE GABLER 
Roselle, N. J. 
Major Subject: History; Ivy Board; Tripod Board 
(1), Circulation Manager (2, 3); Track (1); Soccer 
(1); .1 cf> . 
Prepared at Pingry 
JOHN EDWARDS GEARE 
Cumberland, Md. 
Major Subject: Eng I ish; Class President (2, 3); 
Sophomore Dining Club; German Club; Interfra-
ternity Council (2, 3); Political Science Club (3); 
Intramural Athletic Committee (2, 3); Varsity 
Football (2, 3); Freshman Football ; J. V . Basketball 
(1); Baseball (1); .1 'it. 
Prepared at St. James 
WILLIAM HENRY FORD GILFILLAN, JR. 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
Major Subject: History; Freshman Football; 2::N . 
Transferred from Lebanon Valley College 
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WILLIAM POPE GILLETTE 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: English; Varsity Football (3). 
Transferred from Yale 
MALCOLM RILEY GOSLEE 
Windsor, Conn. 
Major Subject: History; .E . 
SYDNEY EDMUND GRANT 
Kearny, N . J. 
Prepared at Loomis 
Major Subject: English; Jesters (2, 3); Glee Club 
(2, 3); Varsity Club; Freshman Football; Track (1); 
,\X P. 




Major Subjects: Modern Languagesi Varsity Clubi 
Tennis (1, 2)i Soccer (1). 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
ALBERT EDEN HALL 
Danbury, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Pre-Medicali Sophomore Dining 
Clubi Varsity Clubi Freshman Footballi Varsity 
Swimming (1, 2), Captain (3)i Soccer (2, 3)i ALl <1>. 
Prepared at Danbury High School 
JOHN GREIST HANNA 
Goshen, Conn . 
Major Subjects: English and Modern Languagesi 
Ivy Boardi Jesters (3). 
Prepared at Kent 
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GRISWOLD SARGEANT HAYWARD, JR. 
Cornish, N. H. 
Major Subject: English; Varsity Swimming (3). 
Prepared at Salisbury 
JAMES CLARK HEATH 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Chemistry; Freshman Football; J. V. 
Swimming (1); T.C.C. 
Prepared at Bul kele y High School 
PAUL PURDY HENDERSON 
Everett, Mass . 
Major Subject: Civil Engineering; Class Secretary-
Treasurer (2); Varsity Football (2, 3); Freshman 
Football ; Assistant Manager of Varsity Swimming 
(3); AX P. 
Prepared at Everett High School 
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ADOLPH AUGUST HOEHLING, Ill 
Washington, D. C. 
Major Subject: Eng I ish; Tripod Board (1 , 2, 3); 
Jesters (1, 2, 3); Athenaeum (1 ); RiAe Club (1 , 2, 
3); Flying Club (3); \]/ T. 
JACOB COLEMAN HUREWITZ 
Hartford, Conn . 
Prepared at St . Albans 
Major Subject: Philosophy; J . V. Swimming (1, 2); 
Track (1 , 2); Soccer (1 ). 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
STEPHEN JENNINGS 
Sarasota, Fla . 
Major Subjects: Mathematics and Physics; Athe-
naeum (3); Chess Club (2, 3); Cross-Country 
(2, 3); Fencing Club (3); A D. <I>. 
Prepared at Sarasota High School 
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ARTHUR VALDEMAR JENSEN 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Pre-Medical; Soccer (1 , 2); 
Varsity Athletic Trainer (3). 
Prepared at Des Moines High School 
JAMES FRANCIS JOHNSON 
Grand Rapids, Mich . 
Major Subject: English . 
JOSEPH PAUL KELLY 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: English . 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
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Prepared at South High School 
CHARLES KEELING KIRBY 
Springfield, S . D. 
Mdjor Subjects: Pre-Medicdl; Ivy BoMd; Athe-
ndeum (1); Glee Club (1, 2, 3); Choir (1 , 2, 3); 
J. V. Swimming (2, 3); Trdck (2); \II T; K B <1>. 
Prepared at Springfield High School 
WILLIAM MURRAY MAURICE KIRBY 
Springfield, S. D. 
Mdjor Subjects: Pre-Medicdl; Glee Club (1 , 2, 3); 
Choir (1 , 2, 3); VMsity Club; Vdrsity Footbdll (3); 
J. V. Swimming (2); Tennis (2) \}IT 
Prepared at Springfield High School 
LEICESTER EDWIN LAU 
Bayside, L. 1., N . Y. 
Mdjor Subjects: Cldssics; lntrdmurdl Athletic Com-
mittee (2); Bdsebd II (1 , 2); D. <I>; K B <l>. 
Prepared at Trinity School 
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HARRINGTON LITTELL 
Honolulu, T. H. 
Major Subjects: Pre-Medical; Sophomore Dining 
Club; German Club; Editor-in-Chief of the Ivy; 
Tripod Board (1 , 2), Sports Editor (3), Ed itor-in-
Chief (3); Rifl e Club (2); Varsity Club; Intramural 
Athletic Committee (3); Varsity Football (2); Fresh-
man Football; J. V. Swimming (1, 2\ Assistant 
Manager of Baseball (3); At:,. if>; K B if>. 
Prepared at Kent 
ALBERT RAYMOND MADORIN 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Civil Eng ineering . 
FRANCIS VIZNER MANION 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Transferred from Carnegie Tech 
Major Subject: Economics; J esters (2, 3); Chess 
Club (2, 3); J. V. Swimming (3); ~ N. 
Prepared at West Hartford High School 
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LAWRENCE MAYNARD 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Mathema ics; Jesters (1 , 2), Stage 
Manager (3); ~ . 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
WALLACE CLEMENT MAYORGA 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Philosophy; Glee Club (3). 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
ROBERT IRA McKEE 
Utica, N. Y. 
Major Subject: English; Junior Prom Committee; 
Sophomore Hop Committee; Tripod Board (1); 
Glee Club (3); Choir (2, 3); J. V. Swimming 
(1 , 2, 3); Track (1); AX P. 
Prepared at Utica Free Academy 
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WILLIAM CLEMENT McKONE 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Economics. 
Prepared at Bul kele y High School 
JAMES ROBBINS MILLER 
New York, N. Y. 
Major Subject: English; Sophomore Dining Club; 
German Club; Ivy Board; Tripod Board (1 , 2), 
Managing Editor (3); Jesters (2, 3); Glee Club 
(1 , 2, 3); Choir (1 , 2, 3); Tenn is (1, 2); 'liT; K B <I> . 
ARON LEON MIRSKY 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Civil Engineering . 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
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Prepared at Friends Sem inary 
PETER FRANKLIN MITCHELL 
Wayne, Pa . 
Major Subjects: Mathematics and Phys.ics; German 
Club. 
Prepared at Episcopal Academy 
NORMAN HUBBARD GILLETTE MOORE 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: History; Varsity Football (2); 
Freshman Football; Cross-Country (3); A <fl. 
Prepared at Loomis 
ROGER HENWOOD MOTTEN, JR. 
Wethersfield, Conn . 
Major Subject: Engineering; Sophomore Dining 
Club; Junior Prom Committee; Sophomore Hop 
Committee; Varsity Club; Varsity Swimming (1 , 2, 3); 
Soccer (1 , 2, 3); T.C.C. 
Prepared at Wethersfield High School 
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WILLIAM FRANCIS MURPHY 
Hartford, Conn . 
Mdjor Subject: Ldtin; Trdck (1 , 2); Cross-Country 
(1 , 2); A TK. 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
EDWARD FREDERICK NIELSEN 
Hartford, Conn . 
Mdjor Subject: Mdthemdtics . 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
• 
JOHN JOSEPH O'BRIEN 
Hamden, Conn . 
Mdjor Subjects: Cldssics; lnterfrdternity Council 
(3); J. V . Swimming (2, 3); 1: r. 
Prepared at New Haven High School 
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JAMES STEWART MARKS OGIL VY 
Forest Hills, L. 1., N. Y. 
Ma:or Subject: Chemistry; Class Vice President 
(2, 3); Sophomore Dining Club; Business Manager 
of the Ivy; Tripod Board (1 ), Business Manager (2, 
3); Jesters (1 , 3), Stage Manager (2); Athletic 
Advisory Council (3); Co-Manager of Varsity 
Football (3); At. if>. 
Prepared at Kent 
WILLIAM ANTHONY PADDON 
North West River, Labrador 
Major Subject: Pre-Medical; RiFle Club (2, 3); 
Varsity Sw imming (2, 3); T.C.C. 
Prepared at Lenox 
• 
HENRY DUNCAN PECKHAM, JR. 
Stewart Manor, L. 1., N. Y. 
Major Subject: English; Jesters (1 , 2, 3); Gl ee 
Club (1 , 2), Librarian (3); Cho ir (1 , 2, 3); A X P. 
Prepared at Erasmus Hall High School 
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SALVA TORE SYLVESTER PIACENTE 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Biology and Chemistry; II Circolo 
Dante (1 ), President (2), Secretary (3); Soccer (1 ). 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
LEON PODOROWSKY 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Economics; Soccer (1 , 2). 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
JOHN BERNARD PRESTON 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Classics. 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
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DOUGLAS WALKER RANKIN 
Wethersfield, Conn . 
Major Subject: Historyi Jesters (3)i Freshma n 
Footballi Flying Club (4). 
Prepared at Wethersfield High School 
WILLIAM VAN HORN REYNOLDS 
West Hartford, C ann . 
Major Subject: Philosophyi Tripod Board (1)i 
Jesters (3). 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
CHARLES BROOKS ROBERTS 
Plainfield, N. J. 
Major Subject: English i German Clubi Junior 
Prom Committeei Sophomore Hop Committeei 
Tripod Board (1 , 2, 3, 4)i Glee Club (1 , 2)i \lf 'ri 
KBiJ>. 
Prepared at Westfield High School 
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LLOYD SLOAN ROGERS 
Sterling, Ill. 
Major Subject: Pre-Medical; Jesters (3); Manager 
of J. V. Basketball (3); Baseball (1); Manager of 
Tennis (3); T. C. C. 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
JOSEPH SARCIA 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: History; Ivy Board; Athena eum 
(1 , 2), Vice President (3), Secretary (3); II Circolo 
Dante (1 , 2, 3). 
KEELER SARGENT 
Ridgefield, Conn . 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
Major Subject: History; Athenaeum (1, 2); Flying 
Club (3); ~ . 
Prepared at Ridgefield High School 
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RAYMOND MERRITT SARLES 
New Haven, Conn . 
Major Subject: Economicsi 6 <I> . 
Transferred from University of Virginia 
WILLIAM FRAZIER SCOTT 
St. Davids, Pa. 
Major Subjects: History and Economicsi Class 
President (1 , 2)i Sophomore Dining Clubi Interfra-
ternity Council (3)i Tripod Board(\ 2, 3)i Political 
Science Club (4)i RiFle Club (1, 3)i Varsity Clubi 
Varsity Football (2, 3)i Freshman Footballi Squash 
(3)i ''' Ti K B <I>. 
Prepared at Episcopal Academy 
HERBERT RALPH SCULL 
Bronxville, N. Y. 
Major Subject: Historyi Tripod Board (1)i J esters 
(1 , 2, 3)i Ll <I>. 
Prepared at Peekskill Military Academy 
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DONALD MILLER SELLARS 
Longmeadow, Mass. 
Major Subject: English; Ivy Board; Jesters (3); 
Glee Club (2, 3); Freshman Football; Manager of 
J. V. Swimming (3); Track (3); A!::. <1>. 
Transferred from Springfield Junior College 
HERBERT HENRY RUDOLF SENFTLEBEN 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Philosophy; Jesters (1); Athenaeum 
(1), Secretary (2); Glee Club (2, 3); Choir (1); 
J. V. Swimming (1, 2, 3). 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
THOMAS LOWRY SINCLAIR, JR . 
Waterbury, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Philosophy and English; Class Vice 
President (3); Sophomore Dining Club; German 
Club; Ivy Board; Jesters (1, 2), Secretary (3); 
Athenaeum (1); Rifle Club (1), Secretary (2), Presi-
dent (3); Varsity Club; Intramural Athletic Com-
mittee (3); Varsity Football (2, 3); Captain of 
Freshman Football ; J. V. Basketball (1); Varsity 
Swimming (2, 3); Track (1, 2); '¥1'. 
Prepared at Virginia Episcopal School 
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PHILIP JAMES SPELMAN 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: Biology and Chemistry; German 
Club; Interfraternity Council (3); Junior Prom 
Committee; Sophomore Hop Committee; Ivy Board; 
TripodBoard(1,2); Track(1); A~<I>; KB<J:>. 
Prepared at Loomis 
ALBERT BAILEY STARKEY 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Economics; Freshman Football; 
J. V. Swimming (1). 
Prepared at Bu/ kele y High School 
LOUIS STEIN 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; Athenaeum 
(2, 3); Political Science Club (3); Varsity Club; 
Tennis (1 , 2, 3); Soccer (2). 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
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ROBERT EARNEST STENZ 
Long Beach, N. Y. 
Major Subjects: Pre-Medical; Freshman Football ; 
J. V. Basketball (1), Captain (2); 6 <1> . 
Prepared at Long Beach High School 
KARL FREDERICK STREMEL 
Johnstown , Pa . 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; Cross-
Country (1 ); Cheer Leader (1, 3); A 6 <1>; K B <1> . 
VINCENT TRIGILIO 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Physics. 
Prepared at New York Military Academy 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
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WINFIELD VICTOR VIERING 
Collinsville, Conn . 
Major Subject: Economics; Sophomore Hop Com-
mittee; J. V. Basketba II (2, 3); .1 <I>. 
GEORGE HERBERT WALKER 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: History and Economics . 
Prepared at Hartford High School 
Prepared at Wilbraham Academy 
GEORGE WRIGHT WEEKS 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Mathematics; J. V. Swimming 
(1 , 2); T.C.C. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
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CHARLES WILLIAM WILDING 
Harrison, N. Y. 
Major Subject: Historyi Glee Club (1, 2, 3)i Choir 
(1, 2, 3)i AX P. 
Prepared at Harrison High School 
JOHN RODNEY WILLIAMS 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Modern Languagesi Class Vice 
President (1 ), Class Secretary-Treasurer (1, 2)i Ger-
man Clubi Junior Prom Committeei Sophomore Hop 
Committeei Ivy Boardi Jesters (1 , 2, 3)i Glee Club 
(3)i J . V . Swimming (1)i kN. 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
JAMES deGOLL WINANS 
Elizabeth, N . J. 
Major Subject: Historyi Sophomore Dining Clubi 
Tripod Board (2), Advertising Manager (3)i Political 
Science Club (3)i Varsity Football (2)i Freshman 
Footballi J. V. Basketball (1)i Varsity Swimming 
\. 1)i Baseball (1)i Tennis (2)i Squash (1, 2, 3)i t. \Ji . 
Prepared at Pingry 
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WILLIAM LORING WINSHIP 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: French and German; J. V. Swim-
ming (1 , 2). 
HOWARD PETER WINTER 
Hartford, Conn . 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
Major Subjects: Romance Languages; Golf Team (2). 
ATK. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
THEODORE REDFIELD WOODBURY 
Fryeburg, Me. 
Major Subject: Physics; Intramural Athletic Com-
mittee (3); Varsity Football (2); Track (1 , 2, 3); 
Cross-Country (1, 3); T.C.C. 
Prepared at Bridgton Academy 
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James Henderson , Jr. 
Milton L. Kobrosky . 
A. Bruce Onderdonk 
James Henderson, Jr. 
Raymond S. Patton, J r. 












Daniel Alpert . 
Albert Stephen Anthony A TK 
Delmont Woodrow Baker A TK 
Lawrence Mason Baldwin 6 <I> . 
Theodore August Ballien A X P 
William Nickerson Bancroft 6\11 . 
John Dundas Banks . 
Robert Shepardson Barrows 
John Wilbur Bauer A TK 
John Arthur Bellis 
Charles Willoughby Blades, Jr. 
Joel ljams Brooke 
James Driscoll Broughel 
Bern Budd, Jr. 6K E 
Paul Edward Burdett 6 \[! 
Sophomores 
Frederick Anderson Calderwood, Jr. A X P 
Peter Dow Campbell 
Louis Canter 
Clyde Carlo Carter . 
Romeo Anthony Castagno 
Edward Solomon Colton 
Philip Whitma Cottrell 6\[1 
Sidney Leo Cramer . 
Dwight Sanford Cushman 
Eugene Joseph D'Angelo 
James Vernon Davis 1: T 
Albert Morton Dexter, Jr . \[! T 
Raymond Henry Dexter, Jr. 
Joseph Richard Di lion AT K 
Albert DiMeo 
James Francis Donohue 
Philip Francis Downes 
Joseph Lippe Droege 
Howard Axel Edstrom 
James Noonan Egan . 
Thomas Helion Fanning 
Francis Angelus Ferrucci , Jr. 
Irving Fien 
John Condren Flynn AT K 
Kingsley William French A X P 
Robert Town send Gagnon 
Howard Adams Gale 
Dean Francis Garvin 
Joseph Alfred Greco 
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Bloomfield, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Bristol, Conn. 
West Hartford, Conn . 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Boston, Mass. 
Hartford, Conn . 
West Hartford , Conn. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Kennett Square, Pa . 
New York, N . Y. 
Grantham, Pa. 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Scarsdale, N. Y. 
Englewood, N . J. 
Springfield, Mass . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Windsor, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Westerly, R. I. 
Hartford, Conn . 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Southington, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Rocky Hill, Conn. 
Elmwood, Conn. 
Bristol, Conn . 
Wilson, Conn . 
Hazardville, Conn . 
New York, N.Y. 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Southington, Conn . 
So . Manchester, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
West Goshen, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Morristown, N. Y. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Wilber Roe Griswold 
Wilson Haight 'l_i T . 
Alexander Van Cortlandt Hamilton 
Albert Edwin Haskell 
Robert Shultis Hazen bush ~ N 
Arthur Pinney Heimer A TK 
James Henderson, Jr. A X P 
Frank Lawrence Hertel 
William Goodsell Hull A TK 
Joseph Paul Kelly 
Robert Murnane Kelly 
Milton Leonard Kobrosky 
Paul Cayaya Laus 
Robert Sterling Layton ~N 
Edward James Lehan 
George Joseph Lepak 
Carl William Lindell 
Louis Adams Little 11 \ji 
John Thomas Lloyd 
George Lucius Lusk, Jr. 
Carroll Joseph Lynch 
Wilbur Walton Lynch 
Francis Vizner Manion 
Cleon Wirt Mauldin, Jr. 
Edward Charles May, Jr. 11 <I> 
William John McCarthy, Jr. 
Thomas Bernard McDermott, Jr. A X P . 
Ralph Ernest McEldowney, Jr. /1K E 
Clement Clarke Moore 
William Thomas Morrissey, Jr. 
Arthur Wilson Mountford 11 <I> 
Theodore Frederick Musgrave 
Clifford Colmer Nelson 11 <I> 
William Marshall Nelson . 
Daniel Lockwood Newlands, Jr. A X P 
Alvin Raynham Nielsen 
Edwin Norman Nilson 
Andrew Herbert Older 
John James Olshesky 
Arthur Bruce Onderdonk A 11 <I> 
Robert Ross Parker 
Raymond Stanton Patton, Jr . 'l_i T 
Robert Henry Payne A X P 
William Kuen Paynter A 11 <I> 
Robert Walsh Penfield 
Andrew Allison Pierson 
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Rocky Hill, Conn . 
Blandford, Mass . 
Norwalk, Conn . 
Wethersfield, Conn . 
Kingston, N. Y. 
East Hartford, Conn . 
Washington, D. C. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Bristol, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford , Conn . 
Springfield, Mass . 
Sagada , Mountain Province, P. I. 
Princeton , N. J . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Ashburnham, Mass . 
Atlantic City, N. J. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Wethersfield, Conn. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
West Hartford , Conn . 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Buffalo, N . Y. 
Elmwood, Conn. 
Bloomfield, Conn . 
Fairfield, Conn. 
New York, N . Y. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Pelham, N. Y. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Bayonne, N . J . 
Hartford , Conn . 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Rocky Hill , Conn . 
West Hartford, Conn. 
East Hartford, Conn. 
Balboa Heights, C. Z. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Washington, D. C. 
Brooklyn, N . Y. 
Coatesville, Pa. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Cromwell , Conn. 
Arthur Charles Potz 
Judson Stephen Ramaker 
Bruce Beach Randall, Jr. 
Herman Andre Reque ~<I> 
Leon Batchelder Russell 
Andrew Harry San ~oorjian 
Michael John Scenti 
Philip Thompson Scharf 
Francis Laurence Smith A X P 
Frank Philip Smith A TK 
Albert Bailey Starkey 
Howard Thomas Storms, Jr. 
William Styring, Jr .. 
William Coleman Taylor 
Edward Lyon Thompson ~ K E 
Vincent Trigilio 
John Stevens T yng A~ <I> 
William Urban 1: r . 
Theodore John Urbanik 
Richard Weld Wamsley 
John Chester Warner, Jr. ~ \]i 
Luther Barton Wi I son, Ill \]i 'l' 
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Hartford, Conn . 
So. Glastonbury, Conn . 
Bridgewater, Conn . 
Brooklyn, N . Y. 
Hingham, Mass. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Newark, N. J . 
East Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
New York, N. Y. 
Southington , Conn. 
West Hartford, Conn. 
New York, N . Y. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Newburyport, Mass. 
Trenton, N. J. 
West Hartford, Conn . 
New Rochelle , N. Y. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Baltimore, Md . 
fheodore E. de Disse 
James A. Morgan, Jr. 
John H. Wilson 
Robert D. O 'Malley 
Francis G. Jackson 













Dexter James Anderson 'll T 
Eric Arthur Anderson 
Lorenzo Moray Armstrong, Jr. .1 K E 
Joseph Gustav Astman 
Robert Pringle Bainbridge .1 o/ 
Paul Humphrey Barbour, Jr . 
Edward Robert Barlow 
Philip Bayer 
David Mather Belcher A X P 
Samuel Nicoll Benjamin .1 'll 
Thomas Dillingham Benson .1K E 
Carl John Berg 
Stewart Prestley Blake .1 <I> 
William Fabens Boles 'll T 
John Daniel Brennan, Jr. ~ 
Francis Henry Burke, Jr. 
Karl Edward Burr, Jr . .1 'll . 
Wesley Adolphus Carcaud 
James Francis Carty, Jr. 
Angelo Casapulla 
Dudley Jewell Clapp, Jr . 
Audley William Cole ~N 
Frederick Robert Birch Connar .1 <I> 
Ernest Sheagren Corso 
Alden Heath Crandell 
Roswell Mclean Crane 
Everett Thomas Cross 
George William Culleney, II 'll T 
John Francis Daly 
Harley Thompson Davidson AT K 
Theodore Edward de Disse .1 <I> 
John Ralph De Monte 
Nazzario Lou is Di Battista . 
Dominic Anthony Di Corleto 
Anthony Di Lorenzo 
James Joseph Donohue 
Burton Eldridge Drury, Jr . .1 \II 
Philip Clayton Van Buskirk Duval, Jr. 
William Joseph Eakins A X P 
Ernest Moses Essex . 
Timothy O 'Neil Fanning 
Stanley Nathan Fisher A .1 <I> 
Robert Montayne Foot, Jr. A .1 <I> 
Ernest Burgess Freeman, Jr. ~ N . 
freshmen 
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Marblehead, Mass . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Rhinebeck, N . Y. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hingham, Mass. 
Mission, S. D. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Springfield, Mass. 
Garrison-on-Hudson, N. Y. 
New Park City, N. J. 
West Hartford, Conn . 
SpringField, Mass . 
Marblehead, Mass. 
East Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Columbus, Ohio 
Hartford, Conn . 
Newington, Conn. 
New Haven , Conn. 
Wethersfield, Conn. 
Long Beach, N. Y. 
New York, N. Y. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Greenwich, N. Y. 
South Windsor, Conn . 
New Britain, Conn . 
Wilmington, Del. 
Hartford, Conn . 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Baltimore, Md . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Wethersfield, Conn . 
Birmingham, Mich . 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Haworth, N . J . 
Providence, R. I. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hanover, Mass . 
Red Wing, Minn . 
Maplewood, N . J . 
Henry Melville Fuller \)/1' 




Charles Matthew Goddard 
Walter Lloyd Gometz 
Ernest Sherman Griswold . 
Stanley Joseph Grudzinski A 1'K 
Frank Andrew Hagarty 
Spencer Hall 
Gordon Ware Harrington ~ K E 
Charles Thomas Harris 
Richard James Hill 
Carl Roydon Hodgdon, Jr. 
Erick lngvar Hoegberg AT K 
Edward Charles Horn 
Elston James Howe . 
Francis Gardner Jackson 'li 1' 
Richard Edward James 
Arnold Edwin Johnson 
Raymond Harris Johnson 
Gerald Brown Keller 
Spencer Parry Kennard , Jr. 
Arthur Solomon Koretsky . 
William Joseph Lahey ~N 
Francis Lincoln Lee \)/1' 
Charles Henry LeFevre ~if> 
John Matthew Leon , Jr . ~if> 
Joseph Jacob Levine 
Richard George Linde 1:N 
William Neish Lindsay, Jr. 
John Dustin Locke 'liT 
Carl Edward Lundin, Jr. 
Peter Joseph May 
Robert Neil McCafferty 
Gregory Tallman McKee AX P 
John Bard McNulty A~ if> 
Francis John McVane A TK 
Charles Frederick Melville 
John Phillips Merrill , II 
James Albert Morgan, Jr. A~ if> 
Clement Gile Motten 
Denzil Naar 
William Reed O'Bryon .1 K E 
Robert Dodge O'Malley A~ if> 
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Manchester, N . H . 
Ridley Park, Pa . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
East Hartford, Conn. 
Everett, Mass. 
Bristol, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Windsor, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Wellsville, N. Y. 
Westwood, Mass . 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Maple Hill , New Britain, Conn . 
Wethers~ield , Conn. 
East Hartford, Conn . 
New York, N. Y. 
Hartford, Conn. 
East Hartford, Conn. 
Walpole, Mass . 
Lansdowne, Pa . 
Bronx, New York City, N . Y. 
Hartford, Conn . 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford , Conn. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Utica, N. Y. 
St. Catherines, Ontario, Canada 
Hartford , Conn. 
Hartford, Conn . 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Honolulu , T. H. 
Wethers~ield , Conn. 
Brookline, Mass. 
Albany, N . Y. 
Manchester, Conn. 
John Martin Parsons 
Stephen Davis Peabody A X P 
Raymond Arthur Perry 
Wi llys Richard Peterson 1: N 
Francis Pau I Petuskis 
Neil Henry Pfanstiel 
Gerald Smedley Piercey 11 <J> 
Seymour Borrow Podorowsky 
William Henry Pomeroy, II 
Cresson Pugh A X P . 
Harvey Francis Raymond /1 <J> 
Paul Richard Reid 'liT 
Kenneth Gordon Richardson 
Walton William Rodgers 
Albert Rundbaken 
Sebastian Joseph Russo 
Frank Frederick Schirm 
Ernest Christian Schmid 
Arthur Mason Sherman, Jr. 'liT 
Sturges Bradford Shields, Jr. A /1 <J> 
Alvin Walker Smith . 
Frederick Wi II iam Sorrow /1 <J> 
Chester Irving Soule, Jr. 
Edward Charles Spring 
Edward Vicars Stevenson, Jr. 'li T 
Wilbur Kenneth Tattersall /1 <J> 
Donald Joseph Tevlin 
John Charles Tiedeman, Jr . A /1 <I> 
Stephen Matson Truex 1: N 
Maurice Tulin 
Herbert Vinick 
Carl Frederic von Hassenstein 'liT 
Bayard W a I ker 'li T . 
Lewis Midgely Walker, Jr. 1: 
Joseph John Byrne Weimert 
James McDairmid Fraser Weir 
Thomas Albert Whaples 11 <J> 
Charles Cass Whitney 
John McCullough Wilkins 
John Hines Wilson 11 <J> 
Charles Winkler 
Edwin Townsend Wroth 11 'li 
Harold Samuel Zaretsky 
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Bristol, Conn . 
Newburyport, Mass. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
New Britain, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Norwich, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Windsor, Conn . 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
Wappingers Falls, N. Y. 
Jamaica, L. 1., N . Y. 
Greenwich, N . Y. 
Marshfield Hills, Mass. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
Wethersfield, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn . 
New York, N . Y. 
New York, N. Y. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Maple Hill, New Britain, Conn . 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Plainfield , N . J . 
Brooklyn, N . Y. 
Hartford, Conn . 
New York, N. Y. 
East Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Sioux Falls, S. D. 
New York, N . Y. 
Newark, N . J . 
Hartford, Conn . 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Newington Junction, Conn . 
Marlboro, N. H . 
Bristol, Conn . 
Baltimore, Md . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Hagerstown, Md . 
Hartford; Conn. 
Non- Matriculat~d Stud~nts 
Rdymond Joseph Jerome Bdltrush 
Willidm Kdtz 
John Ddvis Scrdnton 
KMI Russell Snow 
Graduat~ Stud~nts 
Chdrles Otis Bi erkdn 
B.S., 1934 
John Rdinforth Bose 
B.S. , 1934 
Michdel Myron Cherpdk, Jr. 
B.S., 1933 
Kendig Brubdker Cully 
B.A. , 1934, Americdn lnterndtiondl College 
Edwdrd Conrdd Ely 
B.S. , 1934 
KMI August Holst 
B.S. , 1934 
Allen Risley Hyde 
B.A. , 1934, HMvdrd University 
Dondld Edwdrd Mdnning 
B.S. , 1933, St. Ldwrence University 
Henry Osgood Phippen , Jr. 
B.S., 1932 
HMris King Prio 
B.S. , 1932 
Robert Wdrren Thdyer 
B.S. , 1933 
Lewis Al exd nd er W ddlow 
B.A. , 1933 
John Douglds Willidms 









Wdterbury, Conn . 
HMtford, Conn . 
HMtford, Conn . 
Ddnvers, Mdss. 
HMtford, Conn . 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
New Britdin , Conn . 
E. Longmeddow, Mdss . 
Southington, Conn . 
HMtford, Conn . 
HMtford, Conn. 
HMtford, Conn . 
So. Hdmilton, Mdss. 
HMtford, Conn. 
West HMtford, Conn . 
West HMtford, Conn . 











" And let there be no purpose in friendship save 
the deepening of the spirit. For love that seeks 
aught but the disclosure of its own mystery is not 
love but a net cast forth : and on/ y the unprofitable 
is caught." 
' 
Epsilon Chapter of Delta Psi 
Founded at New York University and Columbia College in 1847 
Established at Trinity College in 1850 
-
St. Anthony Hall was founded at Columbia College on January 17, 1847, by 
Charles Arms Budd and John Hone Anthon . This chapter was called the Alpha. On 
the same day the Beta was established at New York University, but after a short time 
these two chapters were combined into one, the Alpha chapter. Since this foundation, 
eight other chapters have been instituted in colleges and universities in the United 
States, the last to be established being Tau, at the Massachusetts Institute ofT echnology, 
in 1889. Delta, formerly in Burlington, is now in Philadelphia . Xi, established at the 
University of North Carolina in 1854, was re-established in 1926, having become 
extinct during the Civil War. Also re-established during the same year was Phi, 
founded at the University of Mississippi in 1851, which had become extinct in 1911 due 
to Mississippi State legislation against all fraternities. The alumni have founded five 
graduate clubs in the United States and one in France, which are called St. Anthony 
clubs and use either their own clubhouses or the chapter houses located near by. The 
Epsilon chapter in Hartford was established in 1850, and was the first in establishment of 
the resident fraternities now existing at Trinity. 
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Back Row: Bainbridge, Brown, Drury, Wroth, Cottrell 
Second Row: Brewer, Benjamin, Burdett, Harrington, Warner, Burr, Little 
Front Row: Winans, Geare, Kellam, Hollins, Mixter, Fish, Clark 
Robert Livingston Hollins 
John Kapp Clark 
Peter Stuyvesant Fish 
Robert Pringle Bainbridge 
William Nickerson Bancroft 
Bruce Kirkwood Brown 
Samuel Nicoll Benjamin 
Karl Edward Burr, Jr. 
CLASS OF 1935 
Chari es Ga I Ioupe Mixter, Jr . 
CLASS OF 1936 
CLASS OF 1937 
John Chester Warner, Jr . 
CLASS OF 1938 
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Lucius James Kellam 
John Edwards Geare 
James deGoll Winans 
Paul Edward Burdett 
Philip Whitman Cottrell 
Louis Adams Little 
Burton Eldridge Drury, Jr . 
Edwin Townsend Wroth 
-
, 
Phi Kappa Chapter of Alpha Delta Phi 
Founded at Hamilton College in 1832 
Established at Trinity College in 1877 
The international fraternity of Alpha Delta Phi , now consisting of twenty-six 
active chapters in fourteen States and three Canadian provinces, was constituted in 
eighteen hundred thirty-two by Samuel Eells at Hamilton College, from which point it 
was procreated, the early chapters being established either by the founders of the 
parent cha pter or by their close associates. The pioneer fraternity in eleven colleges 
and the second or third in nine others, Alpha Delta Phi sought students of decidedly 
literary tastes, thus acquiring a distinctive literary character. At the time of the institu-
tion of the Miami chapter in eighteen hundred thirty-three at Miami University, Oxford , 
Ohio, only two States and three institutions were su pporting fraternities. The founding 
of the Toronto chapter at the University of Toronto in nineteen hundred nin eteen made 
inchoate the internationality of Alpha Delta Phi . Two other Canadian chapters later 
arose at McGill University and at the University of British Columbia . A fraternal or-
ganization at Trinity College known as "The Phi Kappa Society" was the genesis of the 
Phi Kappa Chapter of Alpha Delta Phi, inaugurated in eighteen hundred seventy-seven . 
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Back Row: O 'Malley, Tiedeman, Shields, Morgan, Foot, McNulty 
Second Row: Spelman, Onderdonk, Hall, Fisher, Sellars, Paynter, Tyng 
Front Row: Stremel, Littell, Wales, Purdon, Warner, Cosgrove, W. Wetherill, Ogilvy, P. Wetherill 
FRATRES IN FACULTATE 
Henry Augustus Perkins 
James Degan Cosgrove 
T erritt Higinbotham Mowbray 
Eric Sinclaire Purdon 
Albert Eden Hall 
Stephen Jennings 
Harrington Littell 
Stanley Nathan Fisher 
Arthur Bruce Onderdonk 
CLASS OF 1935 
CLASS OF 1936 
Karl Frederick Stremel 
CLASS OF 1937 
Paul Curtis Wetherill 
CLASS OF 1938 
Robert Montayne Foot, Jr. 
John Bard McNulty 
John Charles Tiedeman, Jr. 
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Henry Osgood Phippen, Jr. 
James Albert Wales 
William Henry Warner 
William Hutt Wetherill 
James Stewart Marks Ogilvy 
Donald Miller Sellars 
Philip James Spelman 
William Kuen Paynter 
John Stevens T yng 
Robert Dodge O 'Malley 
Sturges Bradford Shields, Jr. 
Alpha Chi Chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon 
Founded at Yale University in 1844 
Established at Trinity College in 1879 
Delta Kappa Epsilon, whose name is universally shor ened to the English D K E and 
whose members are known as " De kes" , was organized at Yale University on June 22, 
1844, by several members of the class of 1846 who had expected to become members of 
one or the other of the two outstanding junior societies. This foundation of the society 
was intended to be of a strictly local nature. In the same yeM as the founding of the 
fraternity, however, Bowdoin College was able to boast of a branch . The establish-
ment of chapters in we ll-known colleges and universities throughout the United States 
and Canada continued, and almost annually new charters were granted, until at present 
there are forty-eight active cha pters in addition to ten inactive, comprising a total mem-
bership of approximately thirty thousand . The Alpha Chi cha pter of Delta Kappa 
Epsilon was established at Trinity College on May 5, 1879. Th e charter was granted 
by the council to the "Clio Literary Society" , which had for its members men who did 
not sympathize with the standards of the active secret societies on the campus. 
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Back Row: Budd, O'Bryon, Butterly . 
Second Row: Armstrong, Hodgdon , Thompson, R. Benson, Merrill, McEldowney 
Front Row: Burke, Sdmpers, Mdrtens, Angus, Beach, Cook, Carberry 
William John Angus 
CMroll ChMies Beach, Jr. 
CLASS OF 1935 
Isadore Henry Sampers, Jr . 
Reuel Allen Benson, Jr. 
BernMd Donald Burke 
Bern Budd, Jr . 
Ralph Ernest McEldowney, Jr . 
Lorenzo Moray Armstrong, Jr . 
CLASS OF 1936 
CLASS OF 1937 
CLASS OF 1938 
Thomas Dillingham Benson 
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Frank George Cook 
John Frederick MMtens 
John Paul Butterly 
Oliver Douglas CMberry 
William Reed O'Bryon 
EdwMd Lyon Thompson 
Gordon WMe HMrington 
Beta Beta Chapter of Psi Upsilon 
Founded at Union College in 1833 
Established at Trinity College in 1880 
The fraternity of Psi Upsilon was founded in 1833 at Union College . It has, at 
present, twenty-five active chapters in the United States and two in Canada . The so-
ciety owes its origin to two principal sources. The first is the great amount of interest 
and discussion prevailing throughout the country a little more than a century ago over 
freemasonry and other secret organizations, toward which there was considerable 
opposition . The arguments in semi-secret literary societies which had sprung up among 
students gave impetus to the founding of fratern ities which, though secret , embodied 
ideals and action suiting college life . The more immediate source was the reaction of 
certain members of a literary society at Union College during the same period to the 
purely scholastic societies, such as Phi Beta Kappa , and to the contemporary literary socie-
ties, both of which they considered too confining in motive . They formed, therefore , 
a new fraternity which should be broader and more liberal in character, and in which 
the social motive should be the prevailing one. The Beta Beta chapter of Psi Upsilon at 
Trinity College had its inception in a local society of many years' standing known as 
Beta Beta, and became a chapter in 1880. 
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Back Row: Culleney, Fuller, Wilson, Merrill, Stevenson, Walker, Haight, Locke, Sherman, Reid, 
Von Hassenstein 
Second Row: Lee, Jackson, Anderson, Boles, Roberts, Dexter, Miller, W. Kirby, Scott, Hoehling, 
Sinclair, Brown, Patton 
Front Row: O 'Neill, Chapman, Junker, McCook, Shaw, Roney, Zietlow, Pascali, C. Kirby 
Harlen Monroe Chapman 
Curtis William Valentine Junker 
John Sheldon McCook 
Daniel Lawrence O 'Neill, Jr. 
Albert Morton Dexter, Jr . 
Adolph August Hoehling, Ill 
Charles Keeling Kirby 
William Murray Maurice Kirby 
Dexter James Anderson 
Wilson Haight 
CLASS OF 1935 
CLASS OF 1936 
CLASS OF 1937 
Luther Barton Wilson, Ill 
William Fabens Boles 
George William Culleney, II 
Henry Melville Fuller 
Francis Gardner Jackson 
Francis Lincoln Lee 
CLASS OF 1938 
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Richard Boughton Pasca II 
Robert Morris Roney 
Barclay Shaw 
John Forrest Zietlow, Jr. 
James Robbins Miller 
Charles Brooks Roberts 
William Frazier Scott 
Thomas Lowry Sinclair, Jr. 
Raymond Stanton Patton, Jr. 
Paul Richard Reid 
John Dustin Locke 
Arthur Mason Sherman, Jr. 
Edward Vicars Stevenson, Jr. 
Carl Frederic von Hassenstein 
Bayard Walker 
l 
Phi Psi Chapter of Alpha Chi Rho 
Founded at Trinity College in 1895 
Phi Psi is the mother chapter of Alpha Chi Rho, which has eighteen resident chap-
ters, twenty-three graduate chapters, and forty-one alumni clubs. On June 4, 1895, 
the Rev . Paul Ziegler, of the cla ss of 1872, and four Trinity undergraduates were ini-
tiated as the founders of the fraternity, and Phi Psi was instituted the following year. 
The origin of Alpha Chi Rho is attributable to the observation of these founders of a 
deterioration in the spirit of true brotherhood in the Greek-letter fraternities at Trinity, 
and brotherhood was chosen as the basis of their mutual aim . The Rev. Paul Ziegler set 
forth a non-secret statement of the principles of the new fraternity , which was to provide 
brotherly love, insist upon high moral standards and manliness as a requirement for 
membership, and admit Christians only. Furthermore, possible physical defects or 
possible poverty were denied as sufFicient reason for blackball. The society has two 
publications: The Garnet and White , and exoteric manual started in 1900, and The 
Labarum, an esoteric pub I ication established in 1907 . 
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I 
Bdck Row: Edkins, Belcher, Pedbody, French, Smith, Pdyne, Peckhdm, G. McKee, Miller 
Second Row: Pugh, Newldnds, Gruber, Cdlderwood, J. Henderson, Christensen, Curtis, Grdnt, 
R. McKee 
Front Row: Credmer, P. Henderson, Schrdmm, Fdrnell, Roos, McGarvey, Wilding 
Albert Wilson Baskerville 
William Ritchie Curtis 
Denis Frank Farn ell 
Robert Martin Christensen 
George Francis Creamer 
Harry John Davis 
Sydney Edmund Grant 
Theodore August Ballie[1 
FRATER IN FACULTATE 
Harris King Prior 
CLASS OF 1935 
Walter Albert Johnsen 
John Philip McGarvey 
William August Roos, Ill 
Norman Theodore Schramm 
CLASS OF 1936 
CLASS O F 1937 
Paul Purdy Henderson 
Robert Ira McKee 
Henry Duncan Peckam, Jr. 
Charles William Wilding 
Frederick Anderson Calderwood, Jr. 
Kingsley William French 
Thomas Bernard McDermott, Jr. 
Daniel Lockwood Newlands, Jr. 
Robert Henry Payne 
James Henderson, Jr. 
David Mather Belcher 
William Joseph Eakins 
CLASS OF 1938 
Cresson Pugh 
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Francis Laurence Smith 
Gregory Tallman McKee 
Stephen Davis Peabody 
Sigma Chapter of Delta Phi 
Founded at Union College in 1827 
Established at Trinity in 1917 
Delta Phi , third in order of establishment of American college fraternities , was 
found ed November 17, 1827, at Union College, by Benjamin Burroughs, William H . 
Fondey, Samuel L. Lamberson , David H . Little, Samuel C. Larrison, Thomas C. Mclaury, 
John Mason, Joseph G. Masten, and William Wilson . These nine founders were all 
members of the class of 1828, and five of them were members of the Phi Beta Phi fraternity. 
The purposes of the founders were to consolidate their interests and at the same time 
mutually benefit each other, to maintain high standing as students and gentlemen, and to 
foster cordial and fraternal relations. Delta Phi has been conservative in the establish-
ment of its twenty cha pters, and has not sought to expand generally throughout the col-
leges and universities of the country, but remains essentially an eastern fraternity . A 
quarterly magazine, The Delta Phi Record, is publi shed for members only as the official 
organ. In 1917 a charter was granted to the oldest local society in existence, located 
at Trinity, which was established as the " Corax Club" shortly after the foundation of the 
institution, then known as Washington College . In 1829 this was developed into the 
I. K. A. Society, and in 1917 was instituted as the Sigma Chapter of Delta Phi . 
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Back Row: Reque, Raymond, Baldwin, Tattersall, LeFevre, May, Melville, Piercey, Nelson, Blake, 
DeDisse, Connar, Leon 
Second Row: Wilson, Doty, Sarles, Stenz, Moore, Brezina, Col.lins, Viering, L. Lau, Gabler, Mountford, 
Sorrow, Whaples 
Front Row: Crawford, Scull, Adams, Flaherty, Dr. Adams, R. Lau, Maher, Amport, Weber 
Paul Winfrey Adams 
John Albert Amport 
John Duane Flaherty 
FRATER IN FACULTATE 
Arthur Adams 
CLASS OF 1935 
Malcolm Victor Lane 
Robert John Lau 
CLASS OF 1936 
John Joseph Maher 
Thomas John Sisbower 
Charles Weber 
Philip Savage Brezina Charles Lawrence Gabler Herbert Ralph Scull 
Walter Edward Collins Leicester Edwin Lau Robert Earnest Stenz 
Desmond Lindsay Crawford Norman Hubbard Gillette Moore Winfield Victor Viering 
Raymond Merritt Sarles 
CLASS OF 1937 
Lawrence Mason Baldwin Edward Charles May, Jr. 
Allen Render Doty Arthur Wilson Mountford 
Clifford Colmer Nelson 
CLASS OF 1938 
Stewart Prestley Blake John Matthew Leon, Jr. 
Theodore Edward deDisse Harvey Francis Raymond 
Charles Henry LeFevre Frederick William Sorrow 
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Gerald Smedley Piercey 
Herman Andre Reque 
Wilbur Kenneth Tattersall 
Thomas Albert Whaples 
John Hines Wilson 
Delta Chi Chapter of Sigma Nu 
Founded at Virginia Military Institute in 1869 
Established at Trinity College in 1918 
Sigma Nu had its beginning in Virginia in 1869 from the Legion of Honor composed 
of a group of upperclass students at the Virginia Military Institute . The founders were 
James F. Hopkins, GreenField Ouarles, and James Mcilvain Riley, who instituted the 
new fraternity with honor as its cardina l motif, virtue as its essential , and friendship as 
its token. Soon after the beginning of the fraternity, other chapters were established 
at the University of Virginia, at Washington and Lee University, and at Stanford Uni-
versity. Sigma Nu regards its pioneering on the PaciFic coast as a notable contribution 
to the development of the fraternity system. During the war between the States the 
society went out of existence along with other fraternities , but made a fresh start there-
after . There are now ninety-eight col legiate chapters in forty-six States, and approxi-
mately thirty-two thousand living members. The Delta Chi chapter at Trinity was estab-
lished in 1918. Its First members included the membership of a local fraternity known 
as Sigma Psi , which was created in 1911 as a club for non-resident members of the 
college body. 
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Bdck Row: Ldhey, Ldyton, Gilbert, R. Hdrenbush, Goslee, Hedges, Brenndn, Linde, Urbdn 
Second Row: Peterson, Cole, Willidms, Sdrgent, Mdnion, Mdyndrd, Gilfilldn, Smith, Wdlker, Pick 
Front Row: Eigenbduer, A. Hdzenbush, Sldter, Mdrquet, Senf, Alexdnder, Todd, Kedrns, O 'Brien 
Rowan Pearce Alexander 
Frank Joseph Eigenbauer, Jr. 
Arthur Wellington Hazenbush 
Thomas Edmund Kearns 
FRATER IN FACULTATE 
Roger Richmond Eastman 
CLASS OF 1935 
CLASS OF 1936 
William Henry Ford Gilfillan, Jr . 
Malcolm Riley Goslee 
Francis Vizner Manion 
James Vernon Davis 
Robert Shu I tis Hazen bush 
John Daniel Brennan, Jr . 
Audley William Cole 
Ernest Burgess Freeman, Jr. 
Robert Allen Gilbert 
Raymond Stephen Hedges 
Wi II iam Joseph Lahey 
John Rodney Williams 
CLASS OF 1937 
CLASS OF 1938 
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Milton Carl Marquet 
Frederick Martin Senf 
Ralph Groff Slater 
Herbert Eaton Todd 
Lawrence Maynard 
John Joseph O 'Brien 
Keeler Sargent 
Robert Sterling Layton 
William Urban 
Richard George Linde 
Willys Richard Peterson 
Robert Bredette Pick 
Stephen Matson Truex 
Lewis Midgely Walker, Jr. 
George Grant Welch 
# 
The Local fraternity of Alpha Tau Kappa 
Founded at Trinity College in 1919 
The establishment of Alpha Tau Kappa at Trinity College in 1919 marked the 
founding of the only local fraternity on the campus. As an organization, however, the 
fraternity dates its activity back to eleven years previous to that time, when the Hartfo rd 
Club, whose members were its founders, was first organized here . The Hartford Club 
grew up out of the interest of a number of undergraduates in promoting social inter-
course among the non-resident students of the college . Upon the establishment of 
Alpha Tau Kappa by members of the Club in 1919, the aims of the new fraternity became 
not only those of the Hartford Club, but also were to pledge itself to two new purposes: 
the promotion of the interest and welfare of Trinity College, and the development of 
fraternal ideals among its members. Throu ghout its comparatively brief history, Alpha 
Tau Kappa has been indeed a means of bringing together in close association the off-
campus students of the college, and has provided these students with the various advan-
tages that a fraternity can offer . 
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r 
Bdck Row: Grudzinsk', Bduer 
Second Row: McVdne, Anthony, Flynn, Merrick, Cdrroll, Dillon, Hull 
Front Row: Cusick, Ryter, Fdy, Rodch, Mc0udde, Coffey, Cdrmody 
Thomas Joseph Carmody 
Stephen Joseph Coffey 
Joseph Vincent Fay 
James Marren Carroll 
Michael Vito D'Ambrosio 
Albert Stephen Anthony 
Delmont Woodrow Baker 
John Wilbur Bauer 
Joseph Richard Dillon 
Stanley Joseph Grudzinski 
FRATER IN FACULTATE 
Arthur Pehr Robert Wadlund 
CLASS OF 1935 
Joseph Francis Ryter 
CLASS OF 1936 
CLASS OF 1937 
Francis John McVane 
CLASS OF 1938 
Erick lngvar Hoeberg 
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Thomas Joseph McOuade 
James Joseph Merrick 
Robert Nicholas Roach 
Thomas Joseph Cusick 
Howard Peter Winters 
John Condren Flynn 
Arthur Pinney Heimer 
William Goodsell Hull 
Frank Philip Smith 
Harley Thompson Davidson 

ORGANIZATIONS 
" For to be idle is to become a stranger unto the 
seasons, and to step out of life's procession, that 
marches in majesty and proud submission towards 
the infinite ." 
Back Row: Angus, Farnell, Roach, Ward 
Front Row: Kellam, Hanaghan, McCook, Adams, Wdrner 
John S. McCook 
James A. Hanaghan 
Paul W. Adams 
William J. Angus 
Denis F. Farnell 
Lucius J. Kellam 






Robert N. Roach 
Frederick M. Senf 
Arthur B. Ward 
William H. Warner 
Paul W. Adams 
James A. Hanaghan 
Lucius J. Kellam· 
The Medusa 
Established in 1893 
SENIOR HONORARY SOCIETY 
131 
John S. McCook 
T erri tt H. Mowbray 
William H. Warner 
Bdck Row: Crdwford, Littell 
Front Row: Scott, Sincldir, Miller, Motten, Ogilvy 
Sophomore Dining Club 
Founded by the Class of '99 in 1897 
John E. Geare 
Desmond L. Crawford 
Robert T. Dunne 
Albert E. Hall 
F. Bayley Hall 
Harrington Littell 
1936 DELEGATION 
James DeG . Winans 
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Chairman 
James R. Miller 
Roger H. Motten, Jr . 
Stewart M. Ogi Ivy 
W. Frazier Scott 
T. Lowry Sinclair, Jr. 
Robert P. Bdinbridge 
Willidm N. Bdncroft 
Reuel A . Benson 
Pdul E. Burdett 
B. Dondld Burke 
Oliver D. CMberry 
John K. CIMk 
Philip W. Cottrell 
Desmond L. Crdwford 
Robert L. Hollins 
Lucius J. Kelldm 
Roberts, Maher, Kellam, Spelman, Scott 
Kappa Beta Phi 
MEMBERS 
Kdrl F. Stremel 
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ChMies K. Kirby 
Leicester E. Ldu 
HMrington Littell 
John J. Mdher 
Jdmes R. Miller 
Willidm R. O'Bryon 
Rdymond S. Pdtton, Jr. 
Pdul R. Reid 
C. Brooks Roberts 
W. Frdzier Scott 
Philip J. Spelmdn 
Junior Prom Week-end 
The Junior Promenade of the class of nineteen hundred thirty-six, the central 
attraction of the first extended socia : week-end of the college year, was given on Friday 
evening, the first of February. Coming at the end of a long period of mid-year examina-
tions, it was for most a tim e of pleasurable relaxation after the strain of exams , and a final 
blowout before starting , with renewed aggressiveness, a new term . 
The week-end opened Thursday evening with a dance and refreshments given by 
Alpha Chi Rho in Cook Lounge, followed Friday afternoon by a tea-dance at the Delta 
Phi house. Saturday evening, in Cook Lounge, the Senate capped the festivities with a 
dance. Psi Upsilon and Alpha Chi Rho had house-parties running through the week-
end . Saturday afternoon was of necessity the occasion for no general activity on the 
campus, since the swimming team , which often Flounders about in the pool for the enter-
tainment of visitors on such occasions, had not yet resumed its schedulei likewise the 
Jesters were prevented by exams from rehearsing a play which might otherwise have 
been presented Thursday afternoon and made for a more complete week-end program. 
Headed by Desmond L. Crawford as Chairman , th e Junior Prom Committee looked 
with pride upon Alumni Hall just before the start of the dance at ten o 'clock. Orches-
tras, decorations, caterers, and printers had occupied their time off and on for the past 
month. There had been th e annual doubt and last-minute cutting-down of the budget, 
due to the critical judgment of a mercenary student Senate. Now the prospect was 
agreeable. All th e drab ugliness of the upper floor of Alumni Hall lay behind blue and 
gold decorations . Booths for the different undergraduate groups comfortably furnished 
with easy chairs and davenports borrowed from frate rnity sitting rooms, or taken by 
force or trickery from dormitory rooms, occupied the perimeter of the Roor. At the far 
end of the hall , Ray De laporte and his merry men from the environs of Springfield were on 
Trinity's orchestral platform for the second successive year. 
Hard-packed snow made parking convenient on ground adjoining the chape l, 
supplying a quick and handy escape from the heat and congestion of the dance floor . 
Those who were not parking on this holy ground after the hour of midnight were served 
refreshments in the booths,of a simpler variety than usual , consist ing only in coffee, ice 
cream and cookies , which were much welcomed at this point. 
M rs. Ogi I by and Mrs . Hood headed the list of patronesses, which includ ed Mrs. 
F. C. Babbitt, Mrs . H . A. Perkins, Mrs . A. Adams, Mrs. E. L. Troxell , Mrs . V . K. Krieble, 
Mrs. R. H . Motten, and Mrs . R. Oosting . 
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McKee, Spelman, Carberry, Crawford, Motten, Williams 
The Junior Prom Committee 
Desmond L. Crawford 
01 iver Carberry 
John K. Clark 
Robert I. McKee 
Roger H. Motten , Jr. 
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Chairman 
Robert N. Roach 
C. Brooks Roberts 
Philip J. Spelman 
John R. Williams 
/ 
The Sophomore Hop 
It was not unusual for the Sophomore Hop to be accompanied by the first really cold 
snap of the winter weather; for almost invdriably a dance at college, attended by couples 
formally and immaculately (if not wMmly and practically) gMbed, brings with it vicious 
elements intended to ruffle the composure of those present: a cold spell for the Sopho-
more Hop, with the mercury column uncomfortably close to zero; a snowstorm for the 
Junior Prom, with the fallen flakes sifting Mound silk-clad legs; and a brisk Spring wind 
for the Senior Ball, with searching breezes chilling unprotected backs . 
By half-past nine of this cold December the eighth, automobiles had begun to draw 
up in the bleak dMkness behind the forlornly-forsaken astronomical observatory, the 
occupants securely invisible behind frosted windows. The Sophomore Hop of the 
class of nineteen hundred thirty-seven was commencing . In the dining hall , ChMies 
Milldrd's orchestra entered into its rhythmic swing . The hall , b:Jred of its customdry 
refectory tables and chairs, appedred unnaturally empty; the lounge maintained its usual 
habillements, complemented by a pair of music amplifiers. The ladies of the faculty and 
the faculty members were ensconced for the most pdrt in that corner of the dance floor 
which recreating undergraduates, whose condition might be judged unfavorably, avoid 
at dance time . Some unattached instructors wandered vaguely about in the lounge, or 
aimlessly in the connecting entrance hall. A few, in a pioneering mood, ventured out 
upon the dance floor. 
Between several program dances Bill Boles and Pat Culleney entertained with 
piano duets, pounding forth to good effect Vdried- some thought mutilated- Mrange-
ments of " St. Louis Blues", "Tiger Rag " , and other urgently requested populdr melodies. 
Steve Truex offered unsolicited amusement in the way of a combination acrobatic-soft-
shoe act, in the performance of which he repeatedly covered the length of the dining 
hall with startling expedition . 
Supper after midnight was served in the cafeteria . In addition to the customary 
coffee, ice cream, and small cakes frosted in pink and pale green colors, were a jelly 
salad surrounding all manner of fruits and vegetables , and dangerous-looking sausages, 
each enclosed in and grasped by a piece of bread. Complications arose when it was 
announced to Chairman Doty that a great number of ice cream portions had been con-
fiscated, purloined, or otherwise made to disappear inexplicably. Perhaps this feat was 
effected by the same hand that lifted the individual flowers of the Hop Committeemen; 
at any rate , the members of the committee appeared without the conventional distinguish-
ing carnations in their lapels. Diversion during supper was in the tall hovering form of a 
freshman newly affiliated with the yellow and white house behind the North goal posts . 
This neophyte grew intimately if unsteadily attentive to those whom others were escort-
ing , and engaged in demonstrative tete-a-tete with all within range . 
The farewell strains from the orchestra at some time nedr two dismissed regretful 
couples into the biting morning cold , some to terminate immediately the evening 's 
activities, others to prolong them indefinitely in removed surroundings. 
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French, Da·:is, Little, Do::y, Patton, Thompson, Tyng 
The Sophomore Hop Committee 
Allen R. Doty . 
James V. Davis 
Kingsley W. French 
Louis A. Little 
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Raymond S. Patton, Jr . 
Edward L. Thompson 
JohnS. Tyng 
Back Row: O'Neill , Henderson, Wilson, Warner, Miller, Angus 
Second Row: Roberts, Williams, Crawford, Flaherty, Patton, Sinclair, Spelman 
Front Row: Geare, Littell , Maher, Chapman, Shaw, McCook, Hollins 
William J . Angus 
Harlen M. Chapman 
J Duane Flaherty 
Robert L. Hollins 
Lucius J . Kellam 
John J Maher 
John S. McCook 
Charles G. Mixter 
Territt H. Mowbray 
Daniel L. O'Neill 
The German Club 
Established in 1873 
Barclay Shaw 
William H. Warner 
John K. Clark 
Desmond L. Crawford 
Peter S. Fish 
John E. Geare 
Harrington Littell 
James R. Miller 
Peter F. Mitchell 
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The Trinity Ivy 
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EDITORIAL BOARD 
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John G. Hanna 
James R. Miller 
Philip J . Spelman 
Joseph Sarcia 
Donald M. Sellars 
T. Lowry Sinclair, Jr. 
The Trinity Tripod 
The thirty-first year of the existence of The Trinity Tripod, under the able super-
vision of JohnS. McCook, '35, Editor-in-Chief, has served to establish more than ever 
the interest and popularity of this weekly publ ication. An organ designed to present 
local news, to influence campus opinion through its editorials, and to serve as a medium 
for the exchange of faculty, student, and alumni opinion, the Tripod has assumed its 
responsibilities with good taste and good judgment. Robert M . Roney, '35, succeeded 
Robert J. Lau of the same class as Managing Editor, and the staff increased its numbers to 
twenty-two with some ten "hee lers" in competition for staff positions. 
The editorial policy of the paper during this regime was: to be traditionally con-
servative. In addition to complete coverage of campus and other related news in an 
attractive manner, a corrective influence on college life has been asserted by the board 
in its editorials . Among the projects which it advocated were campus beautification, re-
establishment of the Political Science Club, building of better athletic facilities, and the 
provision of a College infirmary. Th e first two of these have been and are being fulfilled , 
and the other two are as yet aims of the administration . Last October's alumni issue of 
the Tripod was largely responsible for the response of the alumni to appeals for funds for 
the construction of the new Chemistry Laboratory now rising at the south end of the 
campus . The paper has urged support of athletic teams, better scholarship, greater 
participation in extra-curricular activities, method and purpose in schedule-planning, 
better attitude toward compulsory cha pel, and other such, and has not been without 
effect. Its comments on campus events have been enlightening and intelligent. 
Originally a semi-weekly publication, the Tripod is now edited once a week, pro-
ducing twenty-six issues during the college year. The Editor-in-Chief, who is respon-
sible for the policies and general supervision of the paper, is selected at the beginning 
of every Trinity term , by the outgoing board, from the Junior class. 
The present board was elected last January and will retain office for one full 
academic year. Harrington Littell, previously Sports Editor and member of the Editorial 
Board, was elevated to the position of Editor-in-Chief, and James R. Miller to Managing 
Editor. Reuel Benson was elected to the newly-created office of Assignment Editor. 
Raymond S. Patton and Thomas H. Fanning were promoted to positions on the Editorial 
Staff and the following men were elected to the Reportorial Staff: Denisoff, Carberry, 
Henderson, Drury, Rundbaken, and Ti edeman. 
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Back Row: Wroth, Blake, Henderson, Frankel, Fannin3, Carberry 
Second Row: Whaples, Roberts, Hoehling, Rundbaken, Drury, Scott, Patton, Denisoff 
Front Row: Brooke, Benson, Roney, Littell, McCook, Miller, Gabler, Ogilvy 
MANAGING EDITOR 
James R. Miller 
James Frankel 
Adolph A. Hoehling, :11 
C. Brooks Roberts 
Oliver D. Carberry 
Igor S. Denisoff 
James Henderson, Jr. 
ADVERTISING MANAGER 
Joel I. Brooke 
Paul C. Wetherill 
S. Prestley Blake 











Reuel A. Benson, Jr. 
W. Frazier Scot 
Thomas H. Fanning 
Raymond S. Patton 
B. E. Drury, Jr. 
A. Rundbaken 
John C. Tiedeman, Jr. 
CIRCULATION MANAGER 
Charles L. Gabler 
Thomas A. Whaples 
E. Townsend Wroth 
The Athenaeum 
The Athenaeum, the oldest living organization at Trinity College, has just com-
pleted another successful year since its revival in 1928. Founded in 1824, one year 
after the establishment of Washington College, the society was for many years a center of 
interest for students concerned with the problems of that day. Shortly before the Civi I 
War divided the nation, a rebel group split oFf from the ancient and venerable Athenaeum 
and formed , in 1855, the Parthenon . This division resulted in an immediate diversion of 
all energies to personal attacks on members of the rival organizations; as a consequence 
the Parthenon passed out of existence and out of mind in 1872, while the Athenaeum 
dragged on until1900. Seven years ago an enterprising group of students revived the 
society, preserving its traditions despite the intervening years, and under the guidance of 
these men and their successors the Athenaeum passed successfully through several crises 
unti I today it has an established position on the campus. 
During the past year the Athenaeum , spurred by the new interest of the student 
body, continued the tendency of the year before in placing greater emphasis upon active 
participation in p:)litiC:'ll and eco:1omic aFfa irs. As bdore, the society made it clear 
that it did not encourage mere polemics, but preferred to aid its members in the intelligent 
discussion of today's problems, not merely to take sides, but rather to understand and 
evaluate these problems by a careful consideration of all points. It was for this reason 
that, at the end of October, the Athenaeum sponsored a political forum on the coming 
election led by the candidates of five parties from Congressman to Governor. Following 
the success o this venture, the society engaged successfully in a debating program with 
neighboring colleges, meeting Nichols, Connecticut Sate, Catholic University, and 
Wesleyan in a series of five debates, winning each of th e three decision debates. The 
last debate of the season was the annual radio debate with Wesleyan, in which the 
society took the aFfirmative side of the question, " Resolved: That the Constitution of th e 
United States be abolished. " This program was an enviable feat, for rom a little group 
of less than thirty interested members three teams of three each were chosen to represent 
Trinity in intercoll egiate debates, while four more teams of two each represented the 
society in intra -soci ety debates and inter-class debates, of which there were two of each 
type . 
As an aid to the society's activities, two reading rooms have been maintained in 
Northam Towers to enable members to secure information on current aFfairs from printed 
sources not available elsewhere from books, pamphlets, magazines, and newspapers . 
Through continued eFforts these facilities have made it possibl e for the society to realize 
greater benefits for individual members and for the college as a whole . In view of this 
and of the increase in the interest of the student body, and particularly of the members in 
the society, it is evident that the Athena eum can look forward with con fidence to the 
coming years with promise of greater things. 
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The Athenaeum 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
Robert C. Buell 
MEMBERS 
Denis F. Farnell 
John C. Flynn 
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Thomas J. Hagarty 
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James Henderson, Jr. 
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Stephen Jennings 
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Thomas J. Hagarty 
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Political Science Club 
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The Interfraternity Council 
Dr. Robert B. W. Hutt 
Frederick M. Senf 
Oliver D. Carberry 
William J. Angus 
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Curtis W. V. Junker 
Robert J. Lau 
John J. Maher 
John J . O'Brien 
Norman T. Schramm 
W. Frazier Scott 
Philip J . Spelman 
The Jesters 
The past year has been unique in the history of the J esters, since they have, in their 
three productions, gone far into the dramatic field. Mr. Helmbold coached "The Play's 
the Thing", and Mr. Herrick "The Second Shepherd's Play" and "Coriolanus." 
Ferenc Molnar's "The Play's the Th ing", giveo at Avery Memorial November 16 
and 17, was nicely staged and generally well-acted. The production gained consid-
era bly by proper lighting and skillful make-up, both services being graciously extended 
by Mr. and Mrs. H errick. Paul Adams was com petent as Sandor T urai, a middle-aged 
dramatist, while Lloyd Rogers, as Mansky, his collabora tor, was less adroit in a difficult 
role. John Hanna as Albert Adam was a creditable young composer . Jack Williams, 
fa ced with the handicap of a female role, was good as llano Szabo, a prima donna. 
Anthony Cacase was splendid as Almady, a leading actor. John Tyng was amusing as 
Me II, a secretary, as was Joel Brooke in th e part of Dvornitschek, the servant. Th e play, 
a talky risque pi ece about an elderly playwright who effected a reconciliation between 
two young lovers, was a difficult assignment for the Jesters, but they fulfilled it well . 
On December 18, the Jesters, with what is considered startling acumen, produced 
" Th e Second Shepherd's Play", a fifteenth-century miracle play, in the Chapel. Many 
said it was th e 'best job the dramatic club had ever done . An extra p erformance was 
demanded but regretfully declined. Th e setting was simple and the costumes authentic. 
Mr. Watters and the choir assisted in the musici and immediately preceding th e perform-
ance President Ogilby played Christmas carols on the carillon. In the cast, Joel Brooke 
and Stanley Fisher stood out as Mak and Eius Uxor. Of the three shepherds, Roy 
Hanna as Secundus Pastorus was perhaps the most convincing. Ralph McEldowney and 
John Tyng played Primus Pastorus and Tertius Pastorus. It is the fond hope of the 
Jesters to have a mystery play every year just before Christmas. 
And now, at this writing, the Jesters have decided to do Shakespeare- always 
gratifying news. " Coriolanus " was chosen for its bearing on present-day politics, and 
for its infrequent appearance on the stage today . The script has been cut, but no 
improvising of dialogue has been made except for three lines. The settings are to be 
suggestive . The time of the play is about 400 B.C. , when Marcius, a wea lthy Roman 
aristocrat, desires to be consul of the empire. He finally meets with disillusionment and 
death through betrayal of powerful tribunes in the state . The play is to be p erformed 
in the early part of April. Its success should be warranted. 
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John Tyng 
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The Glee Club 
This year the Glee Club spent three months in diligent practice before appearing in 
public. Under Mr. Clarence E. Watters' direction for the third season, it developed a 
remarkably varied and interesting repertoire . So far four concerts have been given, 
and plans for one more are under way. Again, as last year, the Club found it imprac-
tical to enter the New England Intercollegiate Glee Club concert. 
The first performance of the year was given at the Hartford Retreat January eleventh, 
and was received with great enthusiasm. Once more the comedy skit, " Little Nell, " 
(a moving and dramatic account of the true fate of the farmer's daughter) presented by 
four of the singer-actors, occasioned a bit of jollity, and the Kirby brothers fiddled 
Bach and Godard. Following the concert, the Retreat attendants entertained the Club 
with a dance and refreshments. 
The next concert was given at St. James ' Episcopal Church on March 1 . The Club 
repeated its first program, showing considerable improvement due to a greater confi-
dence and freedom of expression. A dance also followed this performance. 
A week later the Glee Club journeyed to Edgewood Park Junior College in 
Greenwich, Conn. for its third concert of the season, and third one at that place. The 
Edgewood Park engagement has been a high spot in each of the past three years' 
schedules, for the members of the Club have been invited to the school for dinner with 
the girls before singing, and to a formal dance afterwards . The program at this concert 
was the same as that followed in the first two performances of the year, with "Little 
Nell " being eliminated for the excellent baritone solos of Herbert Senftleben. 
The fourth concert of the season was given at the Windsor Episcopal Church. 
It is hoped that the Club will sing with the Smith College Madrigal Choir at Christ 
Church Cathedral , in Hartford , sometime in May. 
Mr. Watters is to be applauded for the appreciation of first-rate chora I music he has 
instilled into the Glee Club. Ouietly fighting against the prevalent taste for mediocre 
material , he has shown that good music can be learned and sung by a small amateur club 
to the enjoyment both of its members and its audiences . John McGarvey, President of 
the Club, and Harry Davis, Business Manager, deserve credit for their work in holding 
the Club togethe r and arranging the off-campus concerts . 
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The Glee Club 
John P. McGarvey . President H. Duncan Peckham, Jr . 
Harry J . Davis . . Business Manager Clarence E. Watters . 
Librarian 
Director 
Accompanists Daniel L. Newlands, Jr., Thomas H. Fanning, Arthur W. Hazenbush 
Edward W. Bishop 
George W. Culleney, II 
Harry J . Davis 
William J. Eakins 
Robert M. Foot 
Thomas J. Hagarty 
Paul C. Armstrong 
Theodore A. Balli en 
John D. Banks 
John A. Bellis 
Samuel N. Benjamin 
Stewart P. Blake 
William F. Boles 
Victor E. Bonander 
Thomas H. Fanning 
Kingsley W. French 
TENORS 
Charles K. Kirby 
William M. M. Kirby 
ArthurS. Koretsky 
William N. Lindsay, Jr. 
Robert N. McCafferty 
John P. McGarvey 
Theodore F. Musgrave 
BASSES 
Sydney E. Grant 
Frank A. Hagarty 
Clarence S. J enne 
Walter A. Johnsen 
Stanley L. Kunze, Jr. 
John T. Lloyd 
Wallace C. Mayorga 
William J. McCarthy, Jr. 
Thomas B. McDermott, Jr . 
Robert I. McKee 
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Donald M. Sellars 
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Charles W. Wilding 
John R. Williams 
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The Choir 
Clarence E. Watters Organist and Choirmaster 
Arthur W. Hazenbush Assistant Organist 
Fl RST TENORS 
George W. Culleney John P. McGarvey 
Arthur S. Koretsky Charles W. Wilding 
SECOND TENORS 
Charles K. Kirby Theodore F. Musgrave 
William M. M. Kirby Arthur M. Sherman, Jr. 
FIRST BASSES 
Frank A. Hagarty James R. Miller 
Robert I. McKee H. Duncan Peckham 
SECOND BASSES 
Theodore A. Ballien Walter A. Johnsen 
Robert S. Hazenbush Andrew H. Santoorjian 
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The Commons Club 
CLASS OF 1935 
CLASS OF 1936 
CLASS OF 1937 
William Styring, Jr . 
CLASS OF 1938 
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The RiAe Club 
The Rifle Club was established by a group of students in 1929, and membership was 
obtained in the National Rifle Association, sponsored by the Government for the promo-
tion of marksmanship in colleges and universities all over the country. It is provided 
with .22 and .30 calibre rifles and a supply of ammunition by the Government. Facilities 
consisting of a Fifty-foot range and racks for the storage of equipment are situated in the 
basement of the Jarvis Dormitories on the campus. Although the burden of building 
costs was heavy up to mid-years of this year, the Club is now firmly on its feet and making 
plans for the future. Its members have full and constant use of the facilities for nominal 
dues each term. The advantages of an on-campus range, a project not realized until 
February, 1934, are apparent, due to the raising of the scores made as a result of more 
frequent practise than previously. 
William A. Roos has been the most consistently high marksman in the Club this year . 
Other men who have chalked up high scores and represented Trinity well in intercolle-
giate competition have been John Martens, Raymond Patton , Robert Roney, Albert 
Dexter, and Lowry Sinclair, newly-elected president of the Club. A schedule of 
matches with other colleges is arranged each year, this year 's schedule including postal 
matches with Wentworth Institute, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Rensselaer Polytech-
nic Institute , and Lowell Textile Institute . Ordinarily twelve postal matches are planned 
for, but this year 's Financial difficulties have made this impossible th is year. There is to 
be, however, a match with Harvard at Cambridge, shoulder-to-shoulder, to be shot off 
May 25th . Teams for all matches are selected on a competitive basis. All four of the 
prone, sitting , kneeling , and standing positions are used in practise. 
The Rifle Club was not founded with any purpose of military training in mind. 
Whether a student is a pacifist or a militarist has no bearing on the matter . The members 
of the Club regard their shooting rather as another form of sport, sense a continual 
challenge in their individual practise, and in their matches feel that necessity for sports-
manship which is common to all forms of sport. 
SUMMARY 
Trinity 892 Wentworth 842 
Trinity 1756 Rensselaer 1649 
Trinity 1298 Worcester 1211 
Trinity 1344 Lowell 1253 
Total 5290 4955 
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Phi Beta Kappa 
The Phi Beta Kappa fraternity, founded at the College of William and Mary, Decem-
ber 5, 1776, is an honorary society, membership in which is conditioned upon high 
scholastic standing. The Trinity Chapter, known as the Beta of Connecticut, was 
chartered by the Yale Chapter, the Connecticut Alpha, June 16,1 845, and is the eighth 
in order of foundation . 
The Charter stipulates that persons elected to membership in the Beta of Connecticut 
shall be men of honor, probity and learning . To satisfy the scholastic requirements, a 
student must have attained at least the equivalent of Grade A , the highest grade of ex-
cellence, in at least ten courses, and of Grade B, the second highest grade, in ten addi -
tional courses. Election to Phi Beta Kappa has always been regarded as a mark of high 
distinction in scholarship. 
William Augur Beardsley, D.D. 
Francis Banks Whitcomb, M .A. 
Arthur Adams, Ph .D. 
OFFICERS 
Anson Theodore McCook, B.A., LL.B . 
MEMBERS ELECTED IN 1934 
George Van Vlack Dickerson 
Orson Henry Hart, Jr. 







Milton Maurice Rulnick 
The Chemistry Laboratory 
On March 6 the Arthur F. Peaslee Company of Hartford was awarded the general 
contract for the construction of the new chemistry laboratory. This laboratory, to be 
built with funds of $400,000 provided by an anonymous donor, with equipment 
provided by a fund of over $100,000 contributed by alumni and friends , will be at the 
south end of the campus. The main entrance, which will be on the second Floor, will 
face the statue of Bishop Brownell in the center of the proposed quadrangle. 
There will be seventy rooms, including the four principal laboratories, eight re-
search laboratories, four private ofFices, and Five lecture rooms. The main Floor will 
house an unique library dedicated to the late Professor Riggs, while on the side facing 
the campus there will be a large auditorium, built to seat Five hundred persons. The 
main entrance will open into a lobby, from which a winding staircase will ascend to the 
Floor above past a long window. 
Of the four major laboratories, the main Floor will have only the general and quanti-
tative laboratory. The Floor above will have three, the analytical, the organic, and the 
physical chemistry. Each laboratory will have its own room for preparing solutions and 
for storing special apparatus, while an innovation will be the placing of hoods for work 
involving dangerous or oFfensive gases in the center of each laboratory. Professors 
Krieble and Smith have designed new details for the work desks . 
The auditorium will have a balcony as well as a main Floor, and will be available to 
all departments in the College . Its use for dramatic presentations, however, will be 
prohibited by lack of adequate stage, curtain, and dressing rooms. The platform will be 
in three parts, the two ends being movable so that they can be wheeled out for demon-
stration purposes. A motion picture booth provided with a projector will be sus-
pended from the ceiling, while two other interesting features will be the use of acoustic 
tile and indirect lighting. 
As this appears in print, the construction of the new chemistry laboratory is under 
way, and is expected to be completed by September, 1936. It is designed to be one 
of the best equipped laboratories in New England, and will indeed provide suitable 




" Sport is the game for the game 's own sake, 
And the love of a fighting heart." 
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Varsity Football 
Picking up exactly where they left off the year previous, when they won the last 
three games of the season against major opponents, the 1934 Jessee-coached gridmen 
smashed their way decisively through a seven-game schedule undefeated and untied . 
The fi.rst post-war Trinity eleven to boast of a perfect season, the Blue-and Gold-clad 
warriors shared this distinction for the Fall campaign with only Tufts among all the New 
England college teams, as well as definitely stamping themselves as equal to the best 
small college elevens in the entire country. Expert coaching, an unusually fine co-
operative spirit, and a keen comprehension and execution of the basic fundamentals of 
football on the part of the players were the secret behind this remarkable success, rather 
than any startling individual efforts. The result was the greatest team in modern Trinity 
gridiron history, and one which completed to the full the returning of our alma mater to 
national prominence in this field of athletic endeavor. 
The season started off auspiciously with the team swamping Hartwick College of 
New York 39-0 on Trinity field . Mud and rain resulted in the game being called to a 
hal t after only ten minutes of play in the second half, but Trinity had already demon-
strated far too much strength for the hapless visitors, who made a total of only nine yards 
from scrimmage during the entire afternoon . The Blue and Gold relied sol ely on 
straight football , with Kobrosky, sophomore triple-threat sensation, in the star role. 
Performing in his first intercollegiate game, Kobrosky stole the show by running wild to 
score five touchdowns for thirty of the thirty-nine Trinity points. Almost the entire 
squad saw action in this game, thus giving the coaches a real opportunity to size up its 
potentialities. 
On the following Saturday Trinity continued to exhibit unusual early-season power 
by crushing Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 27-0 at Hartford . Weber, at guard, starred 
on a stubborn Blue and Gold line which yielded the engineers hardly any more ground 
than Hartwick had been able to gain the week previous. The shifty Kobrosky combined 
with Sampers, hard-driving veteran fullback, to lead a power-laden scoring attack which 
was again held in leash only by the wet condition of the playing field. 
Travelling to Massachusetts for the first test on a foreign field, the Blue and Gold 
tacked up its third straight victory in as many starts with a 34-0 rout of a vainly battling 
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Worcester Tech outfit. Eigenbauer, held out of the first two frays because of injuries 
sustained in pre-season practice, cracked the heavy Tech forward wall wide open with 
his devastating oFf-tackle slants, and accounted personally for four of the five Trinity 
touchdowns as he helped his mates pile up no less than twenty-two first downs. Am-
port's deadly accurate place-kicking, and the line play of Captain Maher, center, 
Alexander, end, and Kellam, tackle, stood out in this highly gratifying triumph. 
A convincing 14-6 win over the Coast Guard Academy at New London in the 
fourth game of the schedule was one of the high spots of the campaign, and served to 
give hopeful Trinity adherents added assurance of the potential strength of their team. 
The embryo sailors put one of the two teams on the field which upset the powerful1933 
Trinity aggregation , and the Blue and Gold took sweet revenge. Kobrosky was shaken 
loose in the early minutes of play for a thrilling 40-yard touchdown run, and Weber 
converted. At first Trinity was hard pressed to hold this lead as the Academy, stri.king 
through the air, put the first blemish on her hitherto unscored-on record. Subsequently, 
however, the Blue and Gold scored again on a blocked punt and thereafter proceeded 
to dominate the play, threatening the enemy goal line continuously and eFfectively bot-
tling up the guardsmen 's dangerous passing attack. Alexander, Hanaghan, Kellam, and 
Weber contributed some fine individual playing in this contest. 
Connecticut State was the fifth victim, the Statesmen succumbing 25-0 on the Trinity 
Field . Marquet's all-round play from his quarterback berth was the feature, while 
Captain Maher, Sampers, Hanaghan, and Alexander also scintillated . 
On November third , before one of the largest crowds to 
gather at Trinity in over a decade, the Blue and Gold over-
whelmed her traditional rival Wesleyan for the second suc-
cessive year. Outclassed in all departments of play, the 
Cardinals were buried under a 27-0 score to the unsup-
pressed joy of the Trinity rooters. Eigenbauer, repeating 
his 1933 feats against the Cardinal and Black, accounted 
for over 150 yards of ground with his individual sallies. 
Many of his runs were of the spectacular nature. Marquet 
gave a superb exhibition of handling and returning punts . 
Kellam and Roach also shone . All in all , the fans witnessed 
one of the most impressive demonstrations of pure oFfensive 
power ever displayed on Trinity Field , as the Blue and Gold 
rolled up twenty-five first downs and gained an aggregate of 
some 500 yards over and through the Wesleyan line and 
secondary. 
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The season closed much as it had begun-in a blaze of 
glory- as a good University of Vermont team was repulsed 
21-7 on its own gridiron in Burlington . Kobrosky and 
Sampers did the lion 's share of the ball-carrying in highly 
successful fashion . Kellam punted beautifully, besides regis-
tering his sixth touchdown of the season on his tricky tackle-
round play which fooled the opposition completely all Fall . 
Captain Maher and Weber led a gallant Trinity line which 
persistently outcharged a physically bigger and heavier Green 
forward wall. This conquest marked the tenth straight foot-
ball triumph for Trinity over a period of two years . 
In retrospect, little remains to be said. The team 's great 
record more than speaks for itself. The names of Coach 
Jessee, Assistant Coach Clark, Captain Maher, Alexander, 
Roach, Amport, Weber, Kellam, Hanaghan , Eigenbauer, 
Marquet, Sampers, Kobrosky, Kirby, Scott, Lindell , Sinclair, 
Truex, and Parker have already been written indelibly into the athletic hall of fame at 
Trinity. And, with one of the best seasons Trinity has ever had behind him, Coach 
Jessee is preparing to build up for next year. Ten of his brilliant regulars were seniors, 
but he has done so well in his short three-year span here that we may well look without 
too much trepidation toward 1935. In Captain- e lect Kobrosky, Sinclair, Lindell , 
Scott, Kirby, Truex, and Parker there is a working nucleus of experienced men. Also, 
the undefeated yearling team of 1934 promises many fin e performers for future develop-
ment and possible stardom. 
SUMMARY 
Trinity 39 Hartwick 0 
Trinity 27 Rensselaer Poly 0 
Trinity 34 Worcester Tech 0 
Trinity 14 Coast Guard Academy 6 
Trinity 25 Connecticut State 0 
Trinity 27 Wesleyan 0 
Trinity 21 Vermont 7 
Trinity 187 Opponents 13 
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Varsity Basketball 
The Trinity basketball team concluded its successful season this year with nine 
victories and three defeats. Starting off in fine style, the quintet downed Boston Uni-
versity, Bard, and Worcester Tech in succession. Following a defeat at the hands of 
Amherst 27-23 in a hard-fought game, the Blue and Gold forged ahead to vanquish the 
New York Aggies, Connecticut State, Haverford, and Wesleyan. It was inevitable 
that Trinity drop the Brown game to an exceptionally strong outfit, in the next encounter. 
In a second game with Connecticut State the Hilltoppers barely eked out a hard-earned 
victory by one point. Faltering badly, the quintet dropped the next contest to the 
Coast Guardsmen, but came back in a burst of glory in the most thrilling game of the 
season to upset Wesleyan in an overtime period, 36-34. In this game Captain Goode of 
the Cardinals fouled Sampers just as the final gun went off. At this point Trinity was 
behind by one point, but Sampers made his free shot good to prolong the game and 
give the opportunity for the victory. 
Although closely guarded in each game, Captain Martens was a consistently ac-
curate shooter, fast player, and inspiring leader. A worthy running mate for him was 
Sis Sampers. Ever-alert, never-stopping, he was all over the court, doing the work of 
several men, while shooting enough baskets at the same time to keep himself rated as a 
leading scorer in every game. In his first year at center, Kobrosky, never flashy, played a 
consistent and heady game . Tommy Kearns in the back-court was a consistently good 
guarder and at the same time a stalwart on the offense. He had a definite knack for 
bringing up the ball, was a sure-fire passer, and had a sharp eye for the basket. In the 
relief roles, Weber and Nelson were effective and proved themselves worthy of the 
confidence placed in them . 
Last but not least in the Varsity line-up was the Captain-elect for next year, Franni e 
Ferrucci . Working at the guard post with Tommy Kearns, he was fast, shifty, and 
consistently high-scoring. Under his leadersh ip, next year 's five will undoubtedly 
attract much attention, although it will be greatly handicapped by the graduation of 
Martens, Sampers, and Kearns . 
THE SUMMARY 
Trinity 21 Boston University 14 
Trinity 56 Bard College 23 
Trinity 39 Worcester Tech 14 
Trinity 23 Amherst 27 
Trinity 44 New York Aggies 15 
Trinity 28 Connecticut State 23 
Trinity 24 Haverford 22 
Trinity 32 Wesleyan 24 
Trinity 27 Brown University 47 
Trinity 28 Connecticut State 27 
Trinity 25 Coast Guard Academy 36 
Trinity 36 Wesleyan 34 
Totals 383 306 
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Front Row: Kobrosky, Kedrns, Mdrtens, Sdmpers, Ferruci 
John F. Martens, Forward 






Francis A . Ferrucci, Jr., Forward Charles H . LeFevre, Center 
James A . Hanaghan, Guard CliFford C. Nelson , Center 
Ralph B. Houlihan, Forward William R. O'Bryon , Forward 
Thomas E. Kearns, Guard I. Henry Sampers, Forward 
Milton L. Kobrosky, Center William H. Warner, Center 
Charles Weber, Guard 
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Swimming 
The swimming team broke even this year, losing and winning four meets and tying 
one . Joe Clarke' s men defeated Bowdoin, Worcester Tech , Union , and Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, lost to Amherst, Massachusetts State, Connecticut State, and 
Wesleyan , and tied th e Coast Guard Academy. During the season, the team scored 370 
points to their opponents' 320. The team was severely handicapped by the absence of 
Captain Mowbray, who was forced to withdraw from competition due to sinus trouble . 
Hall was subsequently e lected to take his place in th e captaincy. 
Five College records and one pool record were broken by the Trinity swimmers 
during the season . AI Hall lowered the time in the 50-yard dash to 24 .7 seconds and 
also set a new low of 55.8 seconds in the 100-yard dash . His time in the 50 broke 
the old pool record for this event formerly held by Kelly of Amherst. Roger Motten 's 
record in the 440-yard swim put the mark at 5 minutes 38 seconds. Bruce Onderdonk 
splashed his way to a new low of 1 :51 .7 in the 150-yard back stroke, and the 400-yard 
relay team of Burke, C. Motte n, Onderdonk, and Hall set a new record of 3 :55 .1 in this 
event. Weigold and Longly of Connecticut State set new pool records in the 440 and 
150-yard backstroke , respectively. 
Eight men received their letters : Captain AI Hall who scored 78 points, Don 
Burke with 65 points, Roger Motten with 53 points, Bruce Onderdonk with 40 points , 
Lou Little with 34 points, Clem Motten with 30 points, Nick Benjamin with 24 points, 
and Jim Cosgrove, Manager . Sinclair, Angus, Dickerson , Mixter, Hill , and Bellis 
received minor letters . 
Prospects for next year are bright, since none of the men who earned letters will 
graduate . Coach Clarke has been building up the stre ngth of th e team, both collective ly 
and individually, with expe rt coaching and strict insistence on proper training. H e 
may well have high hopes for a successful season next winter, since there are many me.n 
who fail ed to win letters this year who will also be in th e running for places on the team . 
THE SUMMARY 
Trinity 45 Bowdoin 32 
Trinity 56 Worceste r 21 
Trinity 24 Amh e rst 51 
Trinity 38 Coast Guard 38 
Trinity 60 Union 17 
Trinity 31 Mass . State 46 
Trinity 52 M . l. T. 25 
Trinity 36 Conn . State 41 
Trinity 28 W esl eyan 49 
Total 370 320 
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Varsity Swimming 
THE SQUAD 
Griswold S. Hayward 
Richard J. H ill 
Louis A. Little 





Clement G . Motten 
Roger H. Motten, Jr. 
A. Bruce Onderdonk 
William· A. Paddon 
T. Lowry Sinclair, Jr. 
Baseball 
With an encouraging two-to-one subdual of Clark University in its initial encounter, 
the 1934 baseball team started a season which was to end with a record of four victories 
and six defeats. A more successful season would have been probable , had only the 
team been stronger at bat, since the pitching and fielding were good throughout the 
Spring. Bowdoin and Swarthmore were to compete on the Trinity diamond for the 
first time in several years (the Bowdoin game was finally rained out), while the game with 
Union at Schenectady constituted the third change from the 1933 program. 
Captain Henebry played his old position as pitcher, with Amport catching as usual. 
Bailey Hall and Patton relieved in the box, Flaherty filling in during the Arnold game. 
The infield arrangement at the beginning of the season consisted of Parker at first base, 
Kelly at second, Kearns at shortstop, and Marquet at third. An injury to Kearns during 
the Swarthmore game disabled him for the remainder of the season, unfortunately neces-
sitating the shifting-around of the infield from that time. Marquet was changed from 
third to short, Parker playing the third sack when not on Hanaghan 's ground at first. 
Kelly covered second constantly. Kobrosky, Eigenbauer, and Fritzson covered the left, 
center, and right field territories respzctively . 
Trinity 's best exhibition of batting came in the Swarthmore game, which was both 
the second game and the second victory for the Blue and Gold. Kelly, Amport, Eigen-
bauer, and Fritzon shone forth with nine runs between them . Patton and Bailey Hall 
held the visitors to seven runs. Following a severe 10-2 defeat by M:JSSachusetts State, 
in which the four Trinity errors committed at crucial moments were largely instrumental , 
came a close contest with Arnold at lighthouse Point near New Haven. At the end of 
the fourth inning, the Blue and Gold was behind 1-0. In the first of the fifth, with two 
men on bases and two out, Eigenbauer hit a homer, scoring three runs . Arnold tallied 
four times in the following inning . Kobrosky came in from second on a two-base hit by 
Marquet in the first of the ninth , tying the score at that point; but Arnold came to bat 
in the last half and again scored, totalling five runs to Trinity's four . During the Senior 
Ball week-end , Williams subjected Trinity to the embarrassment of a 4-2 defeat. A 
morning game at Middletown with our arch-rival , Wesleyan, on a day when the Cardi-
nals also journeyed to Hartford in the afternoon to conquer on hostile soil , netted the 
defenders of the Blue and Gold one point in a 7-6 victory; to be sure , the Cardinal 
plague overran Trinity in the second encounter of the day to the extent of 6-1 , but only 
partially mitigated thereby its earli e r humiliation. The morning contest gave Trinity its 
fourth and final victory in a not too unsuccessful season . 
SUMMARY 
Trinity 2 Clark University 1 
Trinity 12 Swarthmore 7 
Trinity 2 Massachusetts State 10 
Trinity Bowdoin (Rain) 
Trinity 4 Arnold 5 
Trinity 3 Connecticut State 9 
Trinity 2 Williams 4 
Trinity 4 Union 9 
Trinity 3 Connecticut State 2 
Trinity 7 Wesleyan 6 
Trinity 1 Wesleyan 6 
40 59 
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John A. Amport, Catcher Thomas E. Kearns, Second Base 
Frdnk J. Eigenbau er, Jr ., Outfield John E. Kelly, Shortstop 
Frdncis A. Ferrucci , Shortstop Milton L. Kobrosky, Outfield 
Duane Flaherty, Pitcher Milton C. Mdrquet, Second Base 
Charl es A. Fritzson, Outfield Gilbert J. Martino, Catcher 
F. Bdyl ey Hdll , Pitcher Robert R. Parker, Third Base 
Jdm es A. Hdndghan, First Base Rdymond S. Pdtton, Jr. , Pitcher 
Willidm J . Henebry, Pitcher Reid D. C. Smith, Outfield 
Deldno G. Wh ee ler, Second Base 
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Track 
The 1934 track season, while not as successful as the two last previous ones, was a 
tribute to Coach Oosting in that the team sustained defeat only at the hands of two 
particularly strong opponents- Union and Connecticut State . The Blue and Gold 
achieved decisive victories over Tufts College and Massachusetts State, thus breaking 
even in four meets . Trinity, likewise, entered the Eastern Intercollegiate meet at Wor-
cester, from which it emerged tied for sixth place , scoring 9 2-3 points. In this meet, 
Captain Daut led the team with 5 points, taking first place in the high hurdles; and 
Kellam scored 2 points with third place in the 220-yard dash while Warner did likewise 
in the broad jump. 
Four new records were set up during the season by three of our veterans . Captain 
Daut established 22 .5 seconds as the new time for the 220-yard low hurdles . Kellam, 
long a stellar performer, put the shot 40 feet 1 inch and ran the 220-yard dash in 22.1 
seconds to set two more record marks for Trinity . Bill Warner likewise covered the 
distance of 22 feet 8 3-4 inches in the broad jump. Kellam was high scorer for the sea-
son with 68 points to his credit; Captain Daut was second with 50 points, and Warner 
third with 26 points. 
In the initial contest of the season, Trin beat Tufts 73 to 53 . Kellam was high scorer, 
taking first place in the 220-yard dash and the shot put, second in the 100-yard dash and 
the broad jump, and third in the discus . The Blue and Gold was off to d good start, and 
launched itself with confidence into the meet with Massachusetts State the following 
week to come out in the lead 81 to 45 . Captain Daut 's and Kellam 's brilliance in the 
hurdles and dashes were largely instrumental in the decisive victory. Gladwin and 
Mountford were unable to carry off first place honors in the distance runs, as they did the 
week before, but took second places against exceptional opposition in the mile and two-
mile, respectively. Mowbray nearly broke the Trinity record in tying for first place in 
the pole vault. 
Much improvement on the part of the Blue and Gold tracksters was not enough to 
prevent a crushing defeat, 30 to 96, at the hands of a strong Union outfit. Kellam, as 
usual, led the field in the 220-yard dash in 22 .5 seconds, and Warner broadjumped 21 
feet 91-2 inches to take our only two first places. And the last meet, with Connecticut 
State, was led first by the Hartford boys, then by the Nutmeggers, was tied , and which 
in the closing events resulted in the Staters coming through to a strong finish to win 691 -3 
to 56 2-3 . Captain Daut and Kellam were the standouts for Trinity, scoring 16 and 13 
points respect ively and each breaking two Trinity records . Featuring for Connecticut 
was Walter Grimala , who scored 17 .8 points and broke two of his college records, the 
shot put and high jump. 
Coach Oosting may well look forward to a successful season this year, and w ill 
probably use such stars as Kellam, Warner, Alexander, and Mountford as the nucleus of 
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William G. Hull 
Lucius J. Kellam 
Charles K. Kirby 
Paul C. Laus 
Arthur W. Mountford 
T. Lowry Sinclair, Jr. 
Seymour E. Smith 
John C. Warner 
William H. Warner 
Theodore F. Woodbury 
Tennis 
The Trinity netmen faced their 1934 season with a certain amount of confidence, 
since no players of the previous year had been lost by graduation . The fact that th e 
Blue and Gold broke even with its opponents to make a mediocre record from the point 
of view of scoring, winning only four matches out of eight, does not aFfect the opinion on 
the campus that the season was an outstanding example of good organ ization and healthy 
morale in the face of a diFficult schedule . The excellent leadership of Coach Altmaier 
is largely responsible for the absence of let-ups throughout on the part of any one player 
or the team as a whole . 
Captain Craig played his characteristically scrappy game during th e whole season , 
winning three singles matches and three doubles . Mowbray achieved the position of 
number-one man in the ranking, selection for which was diFficult 'due to the evenness of 
playing abil ity in the team; Cra ig played at number two . DenisoFf, Stein, Jackson, and 
Greenberg , respectively, ably filled the next four positions in the ranking . Trinity was 
fortunate , likewise, in being represented in the doubles match es by th e Craig-Mowbray, 
Shaw-Jackson, and Stein-Greenberg combinations. 
It was unfortunate that both of the matches with Wesleyan were incompl eted due to 
rain , which in each case started to fall with the Cardinals leading 4-2. The prospects 
for the unplayed doubles, however, looked bright for the Hilltoppers . The closest 
and, perhaps, the most interesting of the matches was with Swarthmore, on the home 
courts. Each team won three singles and one doubles contest, to make th e score four-all 
and co"ncentrate the turning of th e tide to victory in the hands of the doubl es teams to play 
last. The closeness of this crucial match is indicated by the score, 12-10, 6-4, as Ste in 
and G ree nbe rg at length outplayed Macy and Whyte to clinch th e Sw arthmore match 
for Trinity 5-4. In the annual tournament of the N ew England Inte rcoll egiate Lawn 
Tennis Association last year, Mowbray reached th e quarte r-finals, be ing e liminated by 
Husted of Dartmouth, th e defending champion, 6-1 , 6-4 . 
Individually, the members of the team made a fin e showing during the season . 
Greenberg was high-scorer, with six scalps in singles and three in doubl es matches. 
Captain Craig 's victories in three singles and three doubles contests is remarkabl e- an 
enviabl e record , since he was in a position to play some of th e toughest opposition in 
New England inte rcoll egiate tennis . Terry Mowbray, in a sim ilar pos ition , won on e 
singles and three doubles encounters . Othe rs besides th ese who made their lette rs are 
Stein , Jackson , and Barclay Shaw. The team will miss Craig and Jackson through gradu -
ation during th e coming season, but look forward to a successful year. 
SUMMARY 
Trinity 6 Clark 2 
Trinity 5 Swarthmore 4 
Trinity 6 Springfie ld 3 
Trinity Bowdoin (Rain) 
Trinity 1 Amhe rst 8 
Trinity 2 Wesl eyan (Ra in) 4 
Trinity 2 Will iams 7 
Trinity 2 Wesleyan (Rain) 4 
Trinity Worcester Tech (Ra in) 
Trinity 9 Connecticut State 0 
33 32 
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Edgar H . Craig 
Albert W. Baskerville 
Carl L. Altmaier 
Edgar H. Craig 









William W. Jackson 
T erritt H. Mowbray 
Barclay Shaw 
' INFORMAL SPORTS 
Cross-Country 
On October 17th, a spirited Trinity cross-country team aroused interest early in the 
season when it romped around its new three-mile course to humble the harriers of Bard 
College to the tune of 19-36. Perry, a freshman , made a promising debut, breaking the 
tape in 15.1 minutes . Drodula, of the visitors, took second place, followed by Mount-
ford, Bob Lau , and Bauer- all of Trinity. 
The following week saw the contest with a strong Coast Guard Academy team 
which thirsted for revenge after having lost to the Blue and Gold during the previous 
year. By capturing the First three places they managed to shut out Trinity almost com-
pletely. Perry came in fourth and Bauer sixth for us as the winning score, 36-19, was 
conceded to the Academy. 
Although Connecticut State crushed Trinity 18-37 this year, it was generally felt 
that a deFinite improvement was noticeable in that our points were made closer to the top 
than in 1933 . Perry took fourth place, Bob Lau sixth, and Bauer seventh . 
In the Final run of the year, with Wesleyan at Middletown, the team staged a come-
back, to chalk up their second victory of the season. Perry took the meet with the 
time of 15 minutes and 50 seconds . Bob Lau, Mountford, Bauer, and French came in 
third , fourth, seventh and eighth, respectively . The team thus broke even, with two 
victories and two deFeats, as it rounded out its schedule. 
The intra-mural run for the Lyman Ogilby Trophy was won by the Delta Phi frater-
nity, whose team amassed a total of 215 points . The Commons Club, which defended 
the trophy, Finished second with 173 points, and Sigma Nu took third place with 165 . 
Ray Perry, running for the Neutral Golds, starred in his sensational spurt to break the 
tape . Bob Lau and Bauer came in next after overtaking Mountford, who clinched 
fourth place. Perry 's time was 14 minutes and 18 seconds. The First three men in this 
contest receive gold, silver, and bronze medals, respective ly, in the order of their placing . 
Soccer 
The 1934 soccer team has had a peculiar record , having won no games, tied three, 
and lost two. The season was ushered in by a tied game with WethersField High School, 
which gave the followers of the team a justly pessimistic outlook for the remainder of the 
schedule. This outlook became still darker after the next game, with Bard College, in 
which the Blue and Gold was defeated. The game with Massachusetts :rtate was slightly 
more encouraging , resulting, as it did , in a tie. After the defeat administered by Con-
necticut State, however, the situation looked more tense than ever, with the Wesleyan 
game only one short week away. In perhaps the most interesting game of the season , 
however, Trinity shook ofF th e le thargy which seemed to have marred most of its efforts, and, 
inspired by Coach McCloud, succeeded in ty ing a decidedly superior Wesleyan team. 
There were two notable factors in the soccer team's playing this yea r. The players 
were inexperienced for the most part, and knew little of the game, but they showed a 
Fighting spirit for which Mr. McCloud deserves much credit. 
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Next year the squad will miss Mowbray, Warner, and Warren, but it will be a more 
experienced team which will take the ~ield for Trinity. Coach McCloud, our new 
mentor, may well look forward to a successful season ahead . 
THE SUMMARY 
Trinity 2 Wethers~ield High 2 
Trinity 2 Bard 3 
Trinity 2 Massachusetts State 2 
Trinity 0 Connecticut State 3 
Trinity 3 Wesleyan 3 
Trinity 9 13 
Squash 
In spite of the mediocre record made by this year's squash team, interest in the sport 
has by no means dec I ined. A new plan was instituted early in the season whereby 
freshmen were extended the use of a number of steel squash racquets during their 
regular gym period. The response was more than encouraging, and at this time no 
anxiety need be felt about the permanency or popularity of squash at Trinity. In addi-
tion, the Trinity courts are fast becoming the accepted meeting-place for the Eastern 
lntercollegiates, and our student body has therefore grown thoroughly squash-conscious . 
On February 12, Trinity defeated M .I.T. 4 to 1 , although Bainbridge, our number 
one man , bowed to his brother of the opponents. In this match the absence of Gil 
Hunt, third ranking intercollegiate star and best player for Tech, was instrumental in the 
outcome. 
Two matches with the Hartford Golf Club 's "B" team ended in defeat for Trinity. 
In the ~irst , Bainbridge acquitted himself well by virtue of a powerful serve, thus taking 
our only win in the encounter. In the second match, Trinity did not score at all. The 
day following saw Trinity's third defeat, this time at the hands of a powerful Yale Junior 
Varsity team, 5-0. 
The schedule ended happily with a second defeat of M.I.T. The score was again 
4 to 1 , and again Bainbridge was toppled by his older brother. 
Following the intercollegiate meet, in which our representatives were eliminated 
early, Bainbridge was elected Secretary of the Intercollegiate Squash Racquets Associa-
tion . Hollins, a senior, has been President of the Association during the past year . 
The Trinity " B" squad, made up of Cottrell, Clark, Shaw, Kellam, Scott, Brezina , 
and Winans, were defeated by the Choate and Pomfret Schools, in both cases 5-0. On 
March 15, the season closed with a thrilling ~ight for the Newton C. Brainard Trophy 
between Jackson and Chapman . Jackson's win made him the permanent recipient of a 
loving-cupi and his name has been inscribed on the plaque in the court gallery. 
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Bdck Row: Amport, Alexdnder, Littell, Hdndghdn, Wdrner, Kedrns, MMquet, Lindell 
Second Row: Stein, Angus, Truex, Scott, Onderdonk, R. Motten, Hdll, Grdnt 
Front Row: Sincldir, Shdw, Kobrosky, Mdher, Mdrtens, Hdzenbush, Eigenbduer 
R. Pearce Alexander 
John A. Amport 
William J. Angus 
Albert W . Baskerville 
Samuel N. Benjamin 
B. Donald Burke 
James D. Cosgrove 
George V . Dickerson 
Frank J. Eigenbauer, Jr. 
Denis F. Farnell 
Francis A . Ferrucci , Jr. 
Sydney E. Grant 
Bennett Greenberg 
Albert E. Hall 
James A. Hanaghan 
Varsity Club 
Arthur W. Hazenbush 
William G . Hull 
Thomas E. Kearns 
Lucius J Kellam 
William M. M. Kirby 
Milton L. Kobrosky 
tarl W . Lindell 
Louis A. Little 
Harrington Littell 
John J . Maher 
Milton C. Marquet 
John F. Martens 
JohnS . McCook 
Arthur W. Mountford 
Clement G. Motten 
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Roger H. Motten, Jr. 
T erritt H. Mowbray 
CliFford C. Nelson 
A. Bruce Onderdonk 
Robert R. Parker 
Robert N. Roach 
I. Henry Sampers, Jr. 
W. Frazier Scott 
Barclay Shaw 
T. Lowry Sinclair, Jr. 
Thomas J Sisbower 
Louis Stein 
Stephen M. Truex 
William H. Warner 
Charles Weber 
Bdck Row: leon, Codch Phippen, Benjdmin, Ddly 
Third Row: Merrill, Mosby, Gilbert, Berg, Horn, Godddrd, Zdretsky, Tdttersdll , Lindsdy 
Second Row: Weimert, DeMonte, Rdymond, Conndr, Hodgdon, Melville, Anderson, Vinick, Whdples 
Front Row: Keller, DeDisse, O 'Mdlley, lee, Burr, LeFevre, Brewer, Morgdn, Dilorenzo 
Freshman Football 
Samuel N. Benjamin 
Joseph J. B. Weimert, Thomas A. Whaples 
Henry 0. Phippen . 
Charles T. Kingston, Louis A. Wadlow 
Eric A. Anderson 
Carl J. Berg 
Francis A. Brewer 
Karl E. Burr 
Frederick R. B. Connar 
John F. Daly 
Theodore E. De Disse 
John R. De Monte 
Anthony Di Lorenzo 
Robert A. Gilbert 
Charles M. Goddard 
Carl R. Hodgdon 
Edward C. Horn 
THE SQUAD 
Harold S. Zaretsky 






Gerald B. Keller 
Francis L. Lee 
Charles H. LeFevre 
John M. Leon, Jr. 
William N. Lindsay, Jr. 
Charles F. Melville 
John P. Merrill 
James A. Morgan, Jr. 
Charles A. Mosby 
Robert D. O'Malley 
Harvey F. Raymond 
Wilbu r K. Tattersall 
Herbert Vinick 
Back Row: Coach McCloud, Herald, McKee, Haight, Warner, Rogers 
Front Row: Gometz, Scenti, O'Malley, Houlihan, O'Bryon 
Junior Varsity Basketball 
Robert D. O 'Malley, Forward 
Lloyd S. Rogers 
Dani el E. Jessee 





Anthony Di Lorenzo, Guard 
Walter L. Gometz, Guard 
Wilson Ha ight, Center 
John H. Herald, Forward 
Ralph B. Houlihan, Forward 
William R. O 'Bryon, Forward 
Michael J . Scenti , Forward 
THE SUMMARY 
Trinity 15 Morse 33 Trinity 38 Connecticut, 1938 
Trinity 19 Connecticut Teache rs 32 Trinity 30 Wilbraham Academy 
Trinity 33 Kingswood 24 Trinity 30 Wesleyan J . V . 
Trinity 22 Hopkins Grammar 20 Trinity 21 Trinity Church 
Trinity 24 Connect icut Teachers 38 Trinity 25 Connecticut, 1938 
Trinity 22 Fed era I 19 Trinity 29 Wesleyan J. V . 
Trinity 308 Opponents 320 








Back Row: French, T. H . Fanning, Peterson, Coach Clarke, Gilbert, May, Bellis 
Front Row: Connar, Lee, Senftleben, T. 0 . Fanning, Harris, Winkler, Wilson 
Donald M. Sellars 
Joseph C. Clarke 
John A. Bellis 
Stewart P. Blake 
Frederick R. B. Connar 
Thomas H. Fanning 
Timothy 0. Fanning 
Junior Varsity Swimming 
THE SQUAD 
Kingsley W. French 
Robert A. Gilbert 
Charles T. Harris 
Carl R. Hodgdon, Jr. 
Francis L. Lee 








Hartford H. S. 
Hopkins Grammar 
Springfield 1938 
Bulkeley H. S. 
Bulkeley H. S. 




Wi llys R. Peterson 
Herbert H. R. Senftleben 
Wilbur K. Tattersall 
John H. Wilson 








THE ALUMNI TROPHY 
For All Sports 
Won by Sigmd Nu, 1934 
NEWTON C. BRAINARD TROPHY 
Individual Squash Racquets 
Won by Frdncis G. Jdckson , 1935 
ALEXANDER OGILBY TROPHY 
Swimming 
Won by Ps i Upsilon , 1935 
LYMAN OGILBY TROPHY 
Cross-Country 
Won by Deltd Phi , 1934 
EDWARD R. LAMPSON TROPHY 
Track 
Won by Ps i Upsilon , 1934 
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SYDNEY T. MILLER TROPHY 
Squash Racquets 
Won by St. Anthony Hdll , 1935 
PETER OGILBY TROPHY 
Basketball 
Won by Deltd Phi , 1935 
GODFREY M. BRINLEY TROPHY 
Tenn is 




T erritt H. Mowbrdy, 1934 
Honors and Prizes 
For the Year 1933-1934 
HONORS IN THE CLASS OF 1934 
Valedictorian . 
Salutatorian 
Honors in General Scholarship 
Honors in Chemistry 
Honors in History 
Honors in Mathematics 
Honors in Modern Languages 
Honors in Physics 
PRIZES 
The Goodwin Greek Prizes 
William Jerome Arnold 
Frederick Tamir Bashour 
{ 
William Jerome Arnold 
Frederick Tamir Bashour 
Frederick Tamir Bashour 
William Jerome Arnold 
Karl August Holst 
Richard Ingraham Thomas 
Frederick Tamir Bashour 
First Prize : Clarence Derrick Second Prize: Not Award ed 
The Ferguson Prizes in History and Political Science 
First Prize: Not Awarded Second Prize : Milton Maurice Rulnick 
The Alumni Prizes in English Composition 
First Prize: Anthony Joseph Lokot Second Prize : Salvatore Sylvester Piacente 
Third Prize: Donald Graham Hurd 
The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes for Public Speaking 
First Prize: William James Farrell Second Prize : James Degan Cosgrove 
The Phi Gamma Delta Prize in Mathematics 
First Prize: Edward Norman Nilson Second Prize : Lawrence Mason Baldwin 
Third Prize: Dani el Alpert 
Honorable Mention 
William Goodsell Hull 
Howard Adams Gale 
Philip Thompson Scharf 
The Christopher Trowbridge Memorial Prize in Physics 
Daniel Alpert 
The Van Zile Poetry Prize 
Stanl ey Nathan Fisher 
The Prize in Freshman Latin 




" To you the earth yields her fruit, and you shall 
not want if you but know how to fill your hands." 
3lnbtx to ~bbtrti!)tr!) 
Aetna Printing Co . 
Xewton E . Arnold a nd Cha rles E . Parker Agency 
Bacon Bottling Co. 
The Baldwin-Stewa rt Electric Co. 
Bryant and Cha pman 
The D. F . Burns Co. 
Calloway, Fi sh and Co. 
The W. B. Carson Co . . 
The Case, Lockwood a nd Bra in a rd Co. 
Harold J . Dillon, Inc. 
E agle Printing and Binding ('o. 
Englewood Diner . 
.Freema n- Church Co. 
Ha rtford- Co nnecti cut Trust Co . 
The H a rtford Coura nt . 
H a rtford National Ba nk a nd Trust Co. 
H oniss 
H owa rd-Wesson Co. 
Hubert Drug Co. 
Hunter Press 
\\' . F . Keene 
Koppers Coke 
Kenneth MacKa y 
:--l ew Method Laundry 
A. F . P easlee, Inc. 
Max Press, Inc. 
Max \V . Scher 
The " '- G. Si m rn ons Corp . 
T . B. Simonds, lnc. 
Sam Slossberg 
Spa ghetti Palace . 
George A. Sylves t re 
Thompson a nd T ain to r 
Th e T obacco Shop 
Trini ty College 
Trini ty College Dining H all 
Tri nity College nron 
The Trinity Tripod 
Wayside F ood Shop 
Wise, S mith a nd Co. 
Yell ow Cab Co. 















































I \!Crtnttp (!College 
j!)artforb, <teonnecticut 
't 
The celebration in 1935 of the Tercentenary of the State of Connecticut 
brings vividly before the minds of the people of this state the history of all 
the institutions which have contributed to the development of civilization 
here. The life of Trinity College, founded in 1823, covers only a p:trt of the 
three hundred years since the settl ement of this Colony, but it expresses the 
devotion to the cause of education which was so characteristic of the spirit of 
the Founders of Connecticut. 
Yale, the first college in Connecticut, had been doing pioneer work for 
over a century when Washington College, now Trinity College, was estab-
lished in Hartford as the second institution of higher learning in these parts. 
Yale has grown into a great university of world-wide influence. The function 
of Trinity is to remain a small college, making its definite contribution to 
American education in terms of preparing a limited number of young men for 
future professional studies and for ultimate leadership. 
About forty percent of the graduates of Trinity College go on to further 
study in graduate schools. Others close their formal education with their 
graduation here. For both classes of students Trinity offers a well balanced, 
cultural education, stressing the importance of a solid foundation for future 
life. 
With the completion of the new Chemistry Building, now in process of 
construction, Trinity will be even better equipped to meet the demands of 
education in this day and age. As the size of the College seems now numeri-
cally ideal, the development of the future will be along the lines of steady 
progress towards the perfection which is the ideal of a living college. 
FOR DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT 





Largest College Annual 
Designers and Engravers 
f Engravers for 1 
~ this Book J 
HOWARD-WESSON co. I 
Artists and Makers of 
Fine Printing Plates 
44 Portland Street {Printers Building) 
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 
T clcphone 3-7266 
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\_ 
EW CHEMISTRY BUILDING 
McKim, Mead & White, Architects 
. 
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~ I~ I ZAMS~~, ~~!:~~O,INC. ~ 
~ Telephone: Pennypacker 6190-8070 ~·  
~ ~ 
~ There is No Substitute for ~ 
~ EXPERIENCE ~ 
~ T he Zamsky Studio, Inc ., has successfully ~  
f,J1 handled Yearbook Photography fo r twenty ~ 
~ years. The skilled personnel and up-to-date t{;;J 
~ equipment necessary for such a record IS ~ 
f,J}' reRected in this book and is your ~  
~ assurance that you may '@) 
~ "Count on Zamsky '' 1~ @ ~ 
l~ ' l5 
~ ~~ TI 
~ ~~ ~ 
i l i 
~ 902 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia ~ 
~ Yale Record Building, New H aven ~ 
~· ~ ~~ Official Photographers fo r S chools and Colleges '@) 
~ F rom N ew England to ~£5 
~ the South 
~ · ~ 
~~- - _j ~~ 
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Sun AnRoVED LABORATORY 
LEADERS IN QUALITY MILK SINCE 1896 
--~----1 
The 
Baldwin-Stewart Electric Co. 





Calloway, Fish and 
.Company 
Brokers 
15 Broad Street N ew York 
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Compliments of 
Newton E. Arnold 
and 
Charles E. Parker Agency 
INSURANCE 
l r25 TRUMBULL S-TR-EET HARTFORD, CONN. . 
Established I8J6 
The Case, Lockwood & Brainard Co. 
Printers and Binders 
-
-
85 TRUMBULL STREET, HARTFORD, CONN. 
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For those who desire th e best 
we suggest 
The Wayside Food Shop 
and 
Terrace Gardens 
WEST SPRINGFIELD MASSACHUSETTS 
HAROI--~D J. DILLON, INC. 
Florists 
I 8o ASYLUM STREET, HARTFORD T elephone 2-I I I 5 
H U NTER PRESS 







CoMPLETE P u NcH-CARD TABULATING SERVICE 
302 ASYLUM STREET Telephone 2-7016 HARTFORD, CONN. 
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HOME COMFORT D EPENDS 
ON TH E FUEL YOU USE 
70,000 Connectic u t homes U!>e 





PATRON AGE I S A PPR ECI ATE D 
The W . B. Carson 
Company 
H eating Engineers 
and Contractors 
• ••• 




' If you were eighty years o ld , the hem · lock c up fo r you! 
Often l~ffold men to 
freeze o r starve. es· 
pecially Huron t r ibe/ 
Threw em off the 
brid1fe. Pons- Publi -
c u s. m to the Tiber! 
AUSTRALIA 
&!te 




Cla ns provided food 
f01· those no Ionge a· 
a ble to work ! 
AMERICA 
dM~ 
Smalle r famil ie s . 
eco nomic pre~surc. 
unwise inves t ments 
and u ncertai n ty of 
business condit ion s 
make Retireme nt In ~ 
come t he individual's 
idcat provision fo1· 
old age! 
NO W-MI NI MUM RATES , MAX IM UM R ET U RN S 
Sta rt yo ur Retirement pla n now a nd ta ke a d-
vantage of the fa vorable ra tes at the earlier ages 
John H. Thompson, Genera l Agent 
THE CO NECTICUT MUT UAL 
LIFE I SURANCE COMPANY 
J udd Bldg. 75 Pearl Srreet Har tford , Conn. 
C ALEND AR 
1934-1935 
Sept. 30 Seven fra ternities pledge fifty-six fol-
lowing t wo weeks rushing. 
Oct. 3 Worlcl-fa mou carilloneurs confer here 
a nd play our Bells. 
Oct . 25 P olitical Science Club reorga nized. 
N ov . 2-3 Trin trounces Wesleyan in Cross-
Co un try, Freshm a n a nd Varsity F ootball . 
Soccer team t ies. 
Nov . 10 J ack M a her a nd cohorts fini sh sea on 
undefeat ed. Vermont the loser 21-7 . 
Nov. 16 J esters present " The Play 's the 
Thing" at Avery. 
Nov . 26 Chem Lab. $100,000 fund compl ete! 
Pledged with fi ve clay ma rgin before donor's 
cleaclline. 
Dec. 8 Cha rley Mi llard 's orchestra provides 
music for uccessful Soph H op. 
Continued on Page 196 
QUALITY Plus SERVICE 
Is the Standard maintained in all departments 
throughout our entire establishment since 1898 
T. B. SIMONDS, INC. 
PRINTERS 
612 Capitol Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut 
Start Every Day Right 
mbe ~artforb cteourant 
Daily 
: · CLOTHES 
ise Smith&Co. 














Main and Pearl Street 




COLLEGE FOOTWEAR - - - Distinctively Styled- - - Carefully Fitted 
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
THE W. G. SIMMONS CORP. 
HARTFORD, CON ECTICUJ 48-s8 PRATT TREET 
Complete Footwear Outfitters 
Compliments of 
MAX W. SCHER 
as you like it . . . 
Good Products, Convenience, 
Complete Facilities and 
Friendly Service 
are yours at 
George A. Sylvestre's 
Texaco Service Station 
Cor. Broad and Vernon Sts. 
Fire Chief Gasoline 
Texaco Golden Oil 
Havoline Waxfree Motor Oil 
Marfak Certified Lubrication 
Firestone Tires 






The Well-Known Trinity Tailor 
We do only high-grade tailoring 
cleaning, dyeing, pressing 
and repairing 
We also specialize in tuxedos and 
full dress suits 








Max Press, Inc. 
205 Main Street, Corner College 
Middletown 




Continued from Page 193 
Dec. 18 "Second Shepherd ·s Play· ' , fifteenth 
century miracle play presented by Jesters in 
Chapel. 
Feb. 1 One hundred and twenty couples at-
tend Junior Prom in Alumni Hall. 
J?eb. 11 Fourteen undergraduates form Flying 
Club . 
Feb. 19 Nine ophomores elected to S.D.C. 
Feb. ~8 Mowbray elected permanent Presi-
dent by •35. 
1ar. ~ Swimmers break even after nine-meet 
season. 
Mar. 7 Quintet fini hes with nine wins in 
twelve starts . 
Mar. 9 R.A.B. and the Grating! 
Mar. ~~ Holiday for Eccy ~ . 
Mar. ~8 Gas masks donned for Lab ground-
breaking ceremony. 
April 5 Paul Adams in title role of "Coriola-
nus" , presented by Jesters on Avery stage. 
IS intangible charm easily recognized In 
FLOWERS arranged for you by 
KENNETH ~ MACKAY 
332 ASYLUM STREET 
Hubert Drug Company 
213 Zion St. Over the Rocks Hartford, Conn. 
DRUGS OF THE BETTER KIND 
Wines and Liquors sold from 














YOU R associations at 
co ll ege are often t h e 
foundation for a broader 
and more in teres ting life 
- just as your banking 
connection is the founda-







MERIDEN MIDDLETOWN ROCKVILLE 
STAFFORD SPRINGS WETHERSFIELD 
Trinity College Union 
P A TRO N IZ E 
Your College S tore 
New Method Laundry 
Home of the marvelous 
Z 0 RIC 
Dry Cleaning Process 






A. R. STEI MEYER, Prop. 
H artjord' s Leading T obacconist 
Imported and Domestic 
Pipes and 
Smoking Mixtures 
JI PEARL ST. HARTFORD, CO . 
Drink Light Rock Ginger Ale 
Golden and Pale Dry 
Ove1· 8o years of quality beverages 
Bacon Bottling Co. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Englewood Diner 
Never too late at Englewood 
We specialize in 
Toasted Sandwiches 




The D. F. Burns Co. 
MEATS, GROCERIES AND 
PROVISIONS 
Hom e Made Bakery Products 
654-66o Park Street Hartford, Conn. 
A TRINITY TRADITION • 
. . . passed on year after year from Old 
Grads to Frosh is the safe, economical trans-
portation provided by Hartford Yellow Cabs . 
... to tra ins . .. to busses ... and on 




The better-dressed young men of 
Trinity where their clothes come 
from. They'll tell you 
Freeman-Church 
•• 
17-19 Asylum St. Hartford, Conn. 
ESTABLISHED 1861 
~be ~rinitp ~ripob 
PUBLISHED W EEKLY BY THE S TU D ENTS OF 
TRINITY COLLEGE 
HARTFOR D . C O NN . 
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, -HONISS 
Establi shed 1845 
Quality Fish and Sea Foods 
I 
Retail and Wholesale 
VISIT 0 R FAMOUS DI lNG ROOM 
22 State Street H,"focd, Coo"- J 
W. F. Keene 
RUBBER FOOTWEAR 
RUBBER GOODS AUTO SUPPLIES 
Sporting Goods 
Serving the Student Body Economically 
226 Asylum St. Tel. 6-8339 Hartford, Conn. 
Compliments of the 
Spaghetti Palace 
and Restaurant 
A. Darna, Proprietor 
67 Asylum Street Hartford, Conn. 
Telephone 5-9442 
EAGLE PRINTING 
AND BINDING Co. 
OUR SPECIALTY 
IS PRINTING FOR 
SCHOOLS AND 
COLLEGES 
Flatiron Building Eagle Square 
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 
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